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Abstract 

Introduction: Larval zebrafish have gained interest in recent years as a model for 

phenotypic cardiac drug screening. Current methods to record larval zebrafish 

electrocardiograms (ECGs) are unsuitable for high throughput drug screening. 

Studies on larval zebrafish ECG waveforms are also inconsistent. Optimally, ECGs 

would be obtained from freely swimming zebrafish, to enable concurrent 

behavioral drug screening. The aim of this study was to determine the feasibility 

of recording larval zebrafish ECGs at a distance in a microwell based system, and 

to explain waveform differences in reported larval zebrafish ECGs. 

Methods and results: A glass micropipette recording method was first 

successfully implemented. ECGs were characterized, suitable filtering determined 

and noise levels measured. Better signals were obtained with small electrode tips 

and electrode positioning had large effects on ECG morphology. The drugs, 

atropine and propranolol, were shown to decrease heart rates while noradrenaline 

had no effects. Next, wells with built in silver-silver chloride (Ag-AgCl), platinum 

or gold electrodes were tested. The wells were unsuccessful at recording ECGs 

even with paralyzed zebrafish in direct electrode contact. Furthermore, a rapid 

decrease in signal amplitude with distance was demonstrated using a signal 

generator and larval zebrafish. Ag-AgCl electrodes in direct contact were 

unsuccessful at recording ECGs, but small monomorphic ECG signals were 

obtained with platinum electrodes.  

Conclusion: Differences in reported ECGs are likely due to electrode size and 

positioning, as well as different ages of larval zebrafish. Rapid signal decrease with 

distance, large electrode size and short circuiting between recording electrodes in 

solution are the key problems with conventional metal electrodes. Recording freely 

swimming larval zebrafish ECGs is, therefore, technically difficult unless using 

other electrode technology. We thus propose novel microfluidic designs as a 

solution to larval zebrafish cardiac drug screening. 

 

Keywords: Drug screening, zebrafish, electrocardiograms, microfluidics. 
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Er hægt að taka upp hjartalínurit syndandi 

sebrafiska í lyfjaskimunarbrunnum? 

Þór Friðriksson 

Júní 2017 

 
Útdráttur 

Inngangur: Hjartalyfjaskimun með sebrafiskaseiði hefur rutt sér til rúms á 

undanförnum árum. Núverandi aðferðir til að taka upp hjartalínurit í sebrafiskaseiði 

eru takmarkaðar og óhentugar við lyfjaskimun. Best væri að fá hjartalínurit úr 

óheftu syndandi sebrafiskaseiði svo hægt sé að skima samtímis fyrir 

atferlisbreytingum. Markmið okkar var að kanna hvort mögulegt sé að taka upp 

hjartalínurit í sebrafiskaseiði án beinnar snertingar í lyfjabrunni, og ennfremur að 

skýra ástæður mismunandi útlits birtra hjartalínurita úr sebrafiskaseiði. 

Aðferðir og niðurstöður: Fyrst voru glerpípurafskaut notuð til þess að mæla 

hjartalínurit og skilgreina síur. Suð var mælt í upptökukerfinu. Sýnt var fram á að 

smærri skaut eru betri til að taka upp hjartalínurit og að staðsetning hefur mikil 

áhrif á útlit þess. Hjartsláttartíðni jókst með aldri, og lyfin atrópín og própranólól 

lækkuðu hjartsláttartíðni en noradrenalín hafði engin áhrif á hjartslátt. Ekki tókst 

að taka upp hjartalínurit með silfur-silfurklóríð-, platínu- eða gullrafskautum í 

lyfjabrunnum. Sýnt var fram á að styrkur merkisins lækkar hratt með fjarlægð í 

vökva og að erfitt er að taka upp merki með silfur-silfurklóríð og platínuskautum í 

beinni snertingu við sebrafiskaseiði. Þó náðist lítið einsleitt hjartalínuritsmerki með 

platínurafskauti í beinni snertingu við sebrafiskaseiði. 

Niðurstaða: Ástæður mismunandi hjartalínurita í öðrum rannsóknum eru líklega 

ólík stærð og staðsetning á rafskautum auk þess sem taka þarf tillit til aldurs 

sebrafiskaseiðis við hjartalyfjaskimanir. Stærstu hindranir við gerð 

hjartalyfjaskimunarbrunns fyrir syndandi sebrafiskaseiði með málmrafskautum eru 

hve hratt hjartalínuritsmerkið fellur með fjarlægð, skammhlaup sem myndast milli 

rafskauta í sömu lausn og að stór rafskaut draga úr styrk merkisins. Við leggjum 

því til ný örvökvatæki í stað lyfjabrunns til að taka upp hjartalínuritsmerki í lifandi 

sebrafiskaseiði.  

 

Lykilorð: Lyfjaskimun, sebrafiskar, hjartalínurit, örvökvatækni.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Diseases of the heart and vascular system cause a great deal of suffering and death every 

year. The advent of new drug screening technologies and the fact that multiple 

important  drugs are falling out of patent is likely to increase interest in new 

cardiovascular drug discovery (Swinney & Anthony, 2011). High throughput drug 

screening technology utilizing zebrafish has been successfully used to screen chemicals 

for therapeutic effects in neurologic and cardiovascular disease models (MacRae & 

Peterson, 2015). Screening techniques for cardiac arrhythmias in larval zebrafish are 

still primitive and do not provide good electrophysiological information about the heart 

(Asnani & Peterson, 2014). Here, physiological justifications, from scientific literature, 

for the use of zebrafish for cardiovascular drug screening is presented. An overview of 

current methods used to obtain electrocardiograms from larval zebrafish is also 

provided with a review of the principles and technological aspects of obtaining ECGs 

with a special focus on larval zebrafish.  

1.1 High throughput drug screening 
New drug discovery is a complicated process involving multiple steps (Hughes, Rees, 

Kalindjian, & Philpott, 2011). Targeted drug discovery is a popular methodology used 

today due to great advances made in molecular biology and automation. It relies on 

finding a specific drug target and then developing a molecule which acts on that target 

without off-target effects. Phenotypic drug discovery is an older methodology which 

has recently garnered more interest, where potential drug molecules are tested on a 

model system while looking for phenotypic changes. This added interest is likely due 

to the success of this method in discovering novel drug compounds that gain Federal 

Drug Administration (FDA) approval, despite the greater volume of targeted drug 

discovery research. Phenotypic methods have been more expensive and low throughput 

in the past compared to targeted drug discovery, but recent technological advances and 

new scalable model systems have made high throughput phenotypic screening possible 

(MacRae & Peterson, 2015; Swinney & Anthony, 2011). Additionally, phenotypic 

screens enable the discovery of effective compounds without knowing their actual drug 

targets as well testing the drugs for toxic effects (Hill, 2013). Using the high throughput 

automation of targeted drug discovery married with the phenotypic screening of 

complicated model systems might therefore be the best solution to discover new drugs 

(J. A. Lee, Uhlik, Moxham, Tomandl, & Sall, 2012; MacRae & Peterson, 2015). 

Multiple different molecules can then be screened in cultured cells or animal models. 

The zebrafish is a model animal well suited for this method (MacRae & Peterson, 2015). 

1.1.1 Drug screening using zebrafish 

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) are small tropical fish currently gaining interest in research and 

drug screening. The fact that zebrafish are small, develop quickly and have high 

fecundity, enables their efficient use in drug screening methods previously developed 

for cell based or invertebrate systems. Their transparency also aids in phenotypic 

characterization of physiology and disease, uniquely separating them from other model 
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systems (Lieschke & Currie, 2007). Drug screening using zebrafish currently lies at the 

border of invertebrate and mammalian studies, sharing more similarities with mammals 

than the invertebrates but enabling cheap and effective drug screening as in invertebrate 

models. Zebrafish can be used at embryonic, larval and adult stages. The embryonic 

and larval stages have multiple benefits due to the smaller size of the fish, transparency 

and lower cost. Regulatory and ethical issues regarding whole animal experimentation 

are also less problematic at the embryonic and larval stages (Hill, 2013). A plethora of 

zebrafish genetic mutants have been generated using mutagenesis methods and are 

available for study (Chen et al., 1996; Lieschke & Currie, 2007). Multiple different 

targeted gene editing techniques are also possible in zebrafish, including, morpholino 

oligonucleotides, Zinc Finger Nucleases, Transcriptor Activator-like Effective 

Nucleases (TALENs) and the recent Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic 

Repeats (CRISPR)/Cas system (Kearns et al., 2014; Li, Zhao, Page-McCaw, & Chen, 

2016; Lieschke & Currie, 2007; Wyatt, Bartoszek, & Yaksi, 2015). Zebrafish are able 

to absorb chemicals and breathe through the skin during their early larval period. This 

enables both the administration of chemicals directly into the water surrounding the 

zebrafish and the study of zebrafish with severe mutations affecting the 

cardiorespiratory system (Hill, 2013). Automation using robots to dispense zebrafish 

and chemicals into the wells is currently available. Systems with almost no direct 

human manipulation currently exist (Letamendia et al., 2012; Lieschke & Currie, 2007; 

Macrae, 2010). Zebrafish can thus enable both high-throughput targeted and phenotypic 

drug discovery. 

One benefit of using whole animals such a zebrafish for drug screening is that it 

enables the simultaneous observation of drug effects, pharmacokinetics and toxicology 

(Lieschke & Currie, 2007). The ultimate goal of drug development is to find marketable 

drugs for humans. The similarities and differences between a model animal and humans 

is therefore important. Multiple similarities and differences exist between zebrafish and 

humans. Zebrafish have obvious orthologues to 82% of disease-causing human proteins 

known. Pharmacologically, the effect of drugs tested on zebrafish are also well 

conserved. The physiology and development of zebrafish is also similar in many 

respects to humans, in some cases more so than rodents (MacRae & Peterson, 2015).  

1.2 The cardiovascular system in humans and zebrafish 
The cardiovascular system is made up of a heart which pumps blood, through blood 

vessels, to and from the organs of the body. The human heart is composed of four 

chambers which fill up with blood and contract to pump the blood through the vascular 

system (Figure 1.1B). In humans, the heart has separate right and left parts which pump 

blood through the lungs and all other organs of the body, respectively (Figure 1.1C). 

The rhythmic pumping action of the heart is controlled by the electrical activity of 

cardiac cells (cardiomyocytes) which send electrical impulses throughout the heart, 

initiating each contraction in a coordinated manner. The contractions are controlled by 

a pacemaker system composed of specialized cells. In the normal heart, each heartbeat 

starts with activity in an area called the sinoatrial (SA) node located in the left atrium 

in humans. From there the activity travels through the atria to the border between the 

atria and ventricles called the atrioventricular node (AV) where a slight delay occurs 

while the atria contract. Then electrical impulses travel to the bottom (apex) of the heart 

and initiate contraction through Purkinje fibers in both ventricles from the bottom up 

(apex-to-base) (Moorman & Moorman Christoffels,VM., 2003).  

Simple life forms such as worms and fruit flies do not have a developed 

cardiovascular system which limits their applicability in screening for cardiovascular 
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drugs (Lieschke & Currie, 2007). Zebrafish, however, have a cardiovascular system 

with a tubular two chambered heart with gills instead of lungs (Figure 1.1A and D). The 

heart develops early during embryogenesis, about 5 hours after fertilization (hpf). First, 

a tube is formed which then loops and divides into a bulbus arteriosus, atrium and 

ventricle. Between the atrium and ventricle, valves form that prevent backflow of blood 

from the ventricle to the atrium. Initially, the contractions of the cardiac tube are 

peristaltic. Later, sequential contractions of the atrium and ventricle begin, which are 

initiated at the SA node located in the atrium. A conduction delay between the atrium 

and ventricle is observed around 48 hpf, similar in nature and location to the AV node 

in humans. A rudimentary apex-to-base conduction system appears at 96 hpf, similar to 

the Purkinje fiber system in humans, but base-to-apex conduction has also been 

observed in zebrafish (Asnani & Peterson, 2014). The conduction system is almost 

completely developed by 5 days after fertilization (dpf), although some development of 

the fast conduction system continues as the apex of the heart matures until 21 dpf 

(Figure 1.2) (Asnani & Peterson, 2014; Chi et al., 2008). Cardiac control through the 

autonomic nervous system, also continues to develop after 96 hpf, since age depedent 

effects of autonomic drugs such as atropine and noradrenaline have been described 

(Schwerte, Prem, Mairösl, & Pelster, 2006).  

In zebrafish, the blood flows from the body, through the sinus venosus, the atria, 

and ventricle, and from there to the bulbus arteriosus, through the gills for oxygenation, 

and back to the body (Figure 1.1D) (Asnani & Peterson, 2014; Vornanen & Hassinen, 

2015). The anatomic differences between zebrafish and humans are considerable, but 

the ease of studying zebrafish and rapid rate of cardiac development make them a 

valuable model for heart disease. The zebrafish cardiomyocyte action potential also 

seems almost identical to their humans counterparts with the activity of ion channels 

similar although not completely identical (Verkerk & Remme, 2012).  

Interestingly, rodent models may be less suitable than zebrafish for cardiac drug 

screening due to differences in cardiac ion channels (MacRae & Peterson, 2015). 

Diseases that are currently studied in zebrafish include congenital heart diseases, heart 

failure, cardiomyopathy, cardiac arrhythmia, myocardial infarction and valvular heart 

disease (Asnani & Peterson, 2014; Bakkers, 2011; Chi et al., 2008; Dhillon et al., 2013; 

Liu, Li, Lam, Siu, & Cheng, 2016). Since the zebrafish heart develops rapidly, cardiac 

drug screening in zebrafish can be performed early, but is likely best done after 96 hpf.  

1.3 The electrocardiogram 
An electrocardiogram (ECG or EKG) is a recording of the electrical activity of the 

heart. The heart is composed of multiple electrically active and interconnected 

myocardial cells. The electrical activity is caused by the movement of ions across the 

cell membrane of these myocardial cells. These ionic currents generate electric fields 

and produce currents in the solution surrounding the cells. The sum of the activity of 

multiple cells can be recorded inside the body or at the skin surface as an ECG (Clark 

Jr., 2010). Disease causes abnormal activity of myocardial cells or the tissues 

surrounding the heart which leads to an abnormal ECG. This allows the diagnosis of 

multiple diseases, both cardiac and non-cardiac, from the ECG (Clark Jr., 2010; 

Malmivuo & Plonsey, 1995c).  
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Figure 1.1: The heart and circulation of zebrafish and humans. A: a two chambered fish heart 

with a ventricle, atrium, sinus venosus and conus/bulbus arteriosus. B: a four chambered human heart with 

a right atrium (RA), left atrium (LA), right ventricle (RV), left ventricle (LV). The conduction system is 

drawn in black, showing the sinoatrial-, atrioventricular nodes and Purkinje fibers. C: the flow of blood 

through the body and chambers of the human cardiovascular system. The division between the atria and 

ventricles is shown with a dotted line and the left and right parts of the heart are separated with a vertical 

line. D: the blood flow through the body and gills of a fish is shown, with dotted lines representing the 

division (from right-to-left) of sinus venosus, atrium, ventricle and bulbus arteriosus. Images adapted from 

(Leong, Skinner, Shelling, & Love, 2010; Moorman & Moorman Christoffels,VM., 2003) 

 

 
Figure 1.2: The cardiac conduction system (CCS) in zebrafish and humans.  A: the 

development of the cardiac conduction system in zebrafish is shown from 24 hours post fertilization (hpf) 

to 21 days post fertilization (dpf). The CCS has mostly developed by 96 hpf. The sinoatrial (SA) and 

atrioventricular (AV) nodes are shown with green dots, the SA node in the atrium (atr) and AV node 

between the atrium and ventricle (ven). From (Chi et al., 2008). B: the adult human heart is shown with 4 

chambers. The SA node (1) initiates the heart beat with the signal conducting to the AV node (2) and from 

there down the Purkinje fibers to the ventricle of the heart. From (Heuser, Lynch, & Jaffe, 2006). 
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1.3.1 Zebrafish as electrocardiac models 

The utility of animal models to develop cardiac drugs depends on them having a 

measurable phenotype and similar cardiac physiology as humans. The ECG and cardiac 

action potentials of humans and zebrafish are similar, although at the level of individual 

ion channels some differences exist (Vornanen & Hassinen, 2015). A comparison of 

human, mouse and zebrafish ECGs and cardiomyocyte action potentials is shown in 

Figure 1.3. Individual P, QRS and T waves are visible in all the ECGs. The P wave 

results from the depolarization of the atrium, the QRS wave from the depolarization of 

the ventricles and the T wave from the repolarization of the ventricles (Leong et al., 

2010). The QT interval, which starts at the Q wave and ends after the T wave, is usually 

considered the most important part of the ECG when determining the risk for lethal 

arrhythmia (Arnaout et al., 2007; Leong et al., 2010). Multiple drugs and pathological 

conditions can affect the QT interval, increasing the risk of sudden death and causing 

difficulties during drug development (Dhillon et al., 2013). QT prolonging drugs have 

been successfully tested in zebrafish and most have similar effects in humans as in 

zebrafish (Dhillon et al., 2013; Tsai et al., 2011). A human genetic condition causing a 

long QT syndrome has also been modeled in zebrafish with the breakdance mutant 

strain (Leong et al., 2010). Multiple other zebrafish mutants causing arrhythmia and 

other cardiovascular defects have been discovered using phenotypic screens (Chen et 

al., 1996).  

It is possible to record ECGs from zebrafish at different stages of development 

(Dhillon et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2010). The P, QRS and T wave 

components have all been described at 3 dpf by two groups of researchers using 

different methods (Dhillon et al., 2013; Rendon-Morales, Prance, Prance, & Aviles-

Espinosa, 2015). Phenotypic screening for rhythm disorders and QT interval changes 

using ECG is therefore possible in both larval and adult zebrafish.  

 

1.3.2 The relationship between the ECG and the heart 

How electrical activity in the heart is translated to an ECG potential at the skin has been 

modeled using different methods (Malmivuo & Plonsey, 1995a). Although most of 

these models are focused on human physiology, they still provide insight into basic 

ECG principles.  

A basic mathematical model for electrical activity in living tissue is the current 

dipole (Malmivuo & Plonsey, 1995b). The dipole has a specific magnitude and 

direction which depends on electrical activity at each instant in time. Simple human 

ECG models then lump all current dipoles inside the heart into one large dipole situated 

inside the chest (Figure 1.4A). Electrical activity in the heart changes the magnitude 

and direction of the current dipole. The relationship between current dipoles and 

potential measurements at the surface are complex and require setting up and solving 

Maxwell equations. Boundary conditions are set up and numerical solutions are 

calculated to find relatively accurate solutions based on complex anatomy and tissue 

properties (Malmivuo & Plonsey, 1995a).  

A well-known and relatively simple method is to relate cardiac current dipoles 

with the ECG potential at the surface is using lead vectors and lead fields. The lead 

vector is a transfer function between the dipole of the heart and the surface where a 

recording takes place. ECGs in humans are commonly recorded at both arms and the 

left leg. These three electrodes form Einthoven’s triangle, which is a very simple lead 

vector system (Figure 1.4B). Each pair of electrodes forms a lead vector. The electrical 
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activity of the heart seen by each electrode is then simply calculated as the dot product 

of the lead vector with the total current dipole of the heart (Malmivuo & Plonsey, 

1995a). Figure 1.4C shows Einthoven triangle and the resultant ECG recorded at each 

of the three leads recorded. This model is very simple and multiple more accurate lead 

vector models exist. The lead vector system however emphasizes that the geometric 

relationship between the current dipole at the source and lead vector matters. The lead 

vector itself depends on recording electrode position as well as the composition of 

volume under measurement (Malmivuo & Plonsey, 1995a). The concept of a lead field 

was therefore introduced which describes the lead vectors at different locations in the 

volume. The field thus relates the potential with different source dipole locations 

(Figure 1.4D). Additionally, the lead field describes the sensitivity of the electrode and 

volume conductor system to current dipoles at different locations. Lead fields can be 

calculated based on anatomy and tissue properties (Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015b; 

Malmivuo & Plonsey, 1995a, 1995d).  

1.3.3 The volume conductor  

The volume conductor concept describes the electrical currents and fields in a solution. 

Currents in volume conductors are due to ionic conduction compared to currents due to 

electrons in metallic conductors. In contrast to electronic components which have 

discrete values, living tissue has continuous resistance and capacitance. The flow of 

electric currents through volume conductors depends on tissue conductivity, 

capacitance and anatomy. Low frequency (<1 kHz) and DC currents tend to pass around 

membranes and low conductance compartments, while high frequency (>100 kHz) 

currents pass directly through tissue (Figure 1.4E). Tissue thus has frequency dependent 

characteristics. The high frequency characteristics of tissue are not directly interesting 

for ECG measurements which are usually measured below 1 kHz (Grimnes & 

Martinsen, 2016).  

  
Figure 1.3: The ECG of humans, mice and adult zebrafish.  A, B C: examples of a human, 

mouse and zebrafish ECGs with the different wave components and intervals captioned. D, E, F: 

cardiomyocyte action potential of the human, mouse and zebrafish, respectively. Images adapted from 

(Leong et al., 2010). 
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Figure 1.4: The cardiac dipole and lead field model. A: the electrical activity of the heart is 

modeled as a single large current dipole with an origin at the middle of the heart. The greatest 

depolarization at the lower left border causes the dipole to point in that direction. B: Einthoven‘s triangle 

is a simple model where the heart vector (yellow arrow) is situated at the center of the body and three 

electrodes form the three leads shown in blue. C: the heart vector (yellow arrow) has moved through the 

points shown with small green arrows producing the ECG in dark gray at the sides of the blue Einthoven 

triangle. Each lead shows a slightly different ECG with the amplitudes depending on the dot product of 

the heart vector with each lead vector. D: a lead field (blue arrows) in a volume conductor is shown. The 

surface potential of current dipoles (yellow arrows) at different locations can now be calculated and 

summed more accurately. E: conductivity in tissue causes currents to flow in complicated batterns. Low 

frequency (LF) currents tend to avoid membranes of low conducitivty while high frequency (HF) currents 

tend to pass through tissue directly. Tissue properties and electrode positions determine the lead field. A, 

B, C, D are from (Malmivuo & Plonsey, 1995a). E is from (Grimnes & Martinsen, 2016). 

1.3.4 Larval zebrafish live in volume conductors 

Larval zebrafish ECGs must be recorded in water since otherwise the fish will dry up 

rapidly. This means that larval zebrafish are submerged in a volume conductor which 

has numerous implications during measurements. Currents can escape from the 

zebrafish to the water surrounding the fish. Electrodes connected to the body surface of 

the zebrafish are also short circuited unless properly insulated. This is a known problem 

when studying human divers, causing decreased ECG signal amplitude unless the 

electrodes are well insulated (Reyes, Posada-Quintero, Bales, & Chon, 2014; Sieber et 

al., 2010; Thap, Yoon, & Lee, 2016).  

Measuring larval zebrafish in water also provides opportunities, at least 

theoretically enabling the recording of electrical signals at a small distance from the 

fish. No studies have described recording ECG signals through the liquid medium. 

Electric field potentials from nerves, however, have been recorded from larval zebrafish 

in double distilled water during escape responses using steel electrodes. The frequency 

of the field potentials is recorded between 300 and 500 Hz, which is higher than the 

frequency bandwidth of ECG signals (Issa et al., 2011). Usually larval zebrafish are 

bred in E3 media which contains electrolytes and is therefore a reasonable conductor 

although they can tolerate distilled water for at least a few hours (Issa et al., 2011). 

Using distilled water increases the signal magnitude recorded since the resistivity of 

distilled water is high. Increased resistivity produces higher voltage potentials and also 
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provides better electrode insulation if the electrode are placed on the fish (Clark Jr., 

2010). However, currents are less likely to traverse high resistivity solutions and 

electrode noise is increased under high resistance conditions which sets practical limits 

on increasing the resistivity of the solution. The potential measured also decreases 

rapidly with distance so decreasing the volume of the bath or placing electrodes in close 

proximity to the fish also increases measured potentials (Clark Jr., 2010).  

1.4 Recording ECGs 
Obtaining biopotential measurements depends on getting a clear signal without 

corrupting noise. Instrumentation to record ECGs in humans, mice and zebrafish is 

similar. All systems include electrodes which are connected to the skin and pick up 

biopotentials from the surface, analog filters, amplifiers and usually digitizers, so that 

signals can be recorded and processed using a computer (Liu et al., 2016; Nagel, 2016). 

A basic setup to measure human ECGs is shown in Figure 1.5. Each part of the system 

is important and each part can contribute noise (Molecular Devices, 2012a). The size 

differences of humans and zebrafish require that the electrodes be smaller, recording 

setup slightly different and amplifiers must be capable of higher gain. ECG signal 

bandwidth seems the same in general with zebrafish having a heart rate close to that of 

humans. A common bandwidth to record ECG in humans is from DC-100 Hz up to 500 

Hz. A high-pass filter to remove baseline drift is very often used at 0.5 Hz although 

current recommendations are at 0.05 Hz for human ECGs (Kligfield et al., 2007). 

Zebrafish studies have often used a low pass cut-off at 100 or 500 Hz although some 

variation exists between studies (Dhillon et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2010). 

Electrodes are crucial to obtain biopotential recordings and are described in greater 

detail below, along with some pertinent facts regarding amplifiers, digitization and 

noise. 

 

 
Figure 1.5: A basic setup to record ECGs in humans.  Electrodes are connected to the skin 

surface which records biopotentials. The electrodes are connected to an amplifier which usually contains 

a pre-amplifier (G1), high-pass filter, secondary/isolation amplifier (G2) and low-pass filter. The amplified 

signal is then fed to a digitizer and after digitization recorded on a computer for further processing. The 

scheme is similar for other organisms although some modification of the electrodes, amplifier gain and 

filtering steps might be required. 

1.4.1 Electrodes are biopotential sensors 

An electrode converts ionic conduction in a solution to electronic conduction in metallic 

conductors. The conversion involves complex processes occurring at the nanometer 

scale electrode-solution interface, called the electrode double layer. Chemical reactions 

can occur at the surface of the electrodes which depend on both the electrode material 

and solution composition. These reactions produce voltage potentials, called half-cell 

potentials, which can result in noise and measurement errors. Large half-cell potentials 

can also cause amplifier saturation and are usually problematic when two different 

electrode materials are used together. The interface of two solutions with different 
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concentrations also produce potentials of a similar nature, called liquid junction 

potentials (Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015a). Figure 1.6A shows a simple circuit model 

for an electrode in an electrolyte solution with a battery (Ehc) representing the half-cell 

potential, a capacitor (Cd) and resistor (Rd) in parallel representing the double layer 

characteristics of the electrode, and a resistor (Rs) in series representing the resistance 

in the electrolyte solution. The values of the components depend on electrode 

composition and the electrolyte. The frequency dependence of the electrode is shown 

by this simple model. At high frequencies, the capacitance is shorted and the resistance 

of the electrode decreases to Rs. At DC or low frequencies, the reactance increases so 

that the resistance of the electrode is effectively Rs+Rd (Neuman, 2010).  

Polarization is an important property of electrodes in solution. A perfectly 

polarizable electrode acts like a capacitor, where only displacement currents cross the 

interface between the solution and electrode metal. In contrast, current passes freely 

from the electrode metal to the solution in a perfectly non-polarizable electrode. These 

extremes exist only theoretically, but noble metals come close to being perfectly 

polarizable electrodes. Silver itself is highly polarizable but becomes almost perfectly 

non-polarizable when chloride is deposited on the silver and used in a chloride 

containing solution. Then, the following reversible chemical reaction occurs at the 

surface of the Ag-AgCl electrode enabling the transfer of electrons to and from the 

solution through chloride ions (Neuman, 2010).  

 

𝐴𝑔𝐶𝑙 + 𝑒− ↔ 𝐴𝑔+ + 𝐶𝑙− 
 

Platinum and silver are commonly used in electrophysiology. Platinum is biologically 

inert and therefore used when electrodes are implanted while silver-silver chloride (Ag-

AgCl) electrodes are commonly used externally on the body. Ag-AgCl electrodes are 

generally preferred when measuring DC and low-frequency signals due to their non-

polarizable nature and low-noise at lower frequencies (Neuman, 2010; Tallgren, 

Vanhatalo, Kaila, & Voipio, 2005). Polarizable electrodes are also more susceptible to 

disturbances at the electrode-solution interface leading to more pronounced motion 

artifacts (Neuman, 2010). A solution containing chloride can be used to separate Ag-

AgCl electrodes from living tissue, preventing the toxic effects of silver, changing the 

effective surface area of the electrode and reducing skin impedance (Grimnes & 

Martinsen, 2015a). Figure 1.6B shows the response of chlorided silver, platinum and 

pure silver electrodes to a current step. Chlorided silver reproduces the signal the best 

while platinum and pure silver lack low frequency components of the signal step.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.6: Electrode circuit model and behavior.  A: a simple circuit model of an electrode in 

an electrolyte solution is shown. Ehc is the half-cell potential, Rd and Cd represent the resistance and 

capacitance of the double layer, respectively. Rs represents the resistance of the electrolyte solution. B: the 

signal pick up of a current step is shown for different electrode materials. The signal recorded by the 

chlorided silver electrodes is most similar to the original signal.  Platinum and pure silver behave more 

like capacitors and miss the low frequency components of the signal. From (Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015a). 
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Multiple other metals and alloys are used to make electrodes. Stainless steel is cheap 

but noisy, gold is expensive but malleable and titanium is highly biocompatible 

(Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015a). Carbon based electrodes are also used both as graphite 

and more advanced carbon nanotubes (S. M. Lee et al., 2014). Graphite from pencil 

lead can even be used to make cheap electrodes for voltammetry and have been used to 

make ECG electrodes (Bond, Mahon, Schiewe, & Vicente-Beckett, 1997; Navratil et 

al., 2016). Interestingly, pencil lead and carbon black based ECG electrodes perform 

better than poorly insulated Ag-AgCl electrodes when used to record human ECGs in 

fresh or salt water (Reyes, Posada-Quintero, Bales, & Chon, 2014; Thap et al., 2016). 

In microscopic applications, such as neurostimulation, conductive polymers and 

semiconductors have been used. Indium tin-oxide (ITO) is an interesting electrode 

material because it enables the creation of transparent electrodes (Gross, Wen, & Lin, 

1985). Recently, a zebrafish platform to measure surface electroencephalographic 

potentials was created using platinum and titanium coated ITO electrodes (Hong, Lee, 

Baraban, & Lee, 2016). They might therefore be utilized to record larval zebrafish ECG. 

1.4.2 Capacitive and other electrode technologies 

Non-contact electrodes also exist which rely on capacitive coupling between the 

electrode and tissue. These electrodes always have a layer of insulation between the 

metallic part and tissue preventing ionic currents. They are less suited to record DC 

potentials, low frequency signals and suffer from noise and motion artifacts. 

Specialized amplifiers with active shielding and methods to boost amplifier input 

impedance are often utilized to achieve good signals with capacitive electrodes 

(Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015a). The patented electric potential sensor is one capacitive 

electrode implementation which performs similar to Ag-AgCl electrodes during EEG 

recordings (Fatoorechi et al., 2015). The sensor has also been used to record 70 mV 

signals in a saline solution without direct contact with the signal generator (Gebrial, 

Prance, Harland, Antrobus, & Clark, 2007). Recently, the same group recorded ECG 

from larval zebrafish using the same technique, as described in more detail below 

(Rendon-Morales et al., 2015). 

Electro-optical probes are a novel technology using dyes or crystals which 

change their light reflective or transmitting properties based on electrical fields. Good 

sensitivity has been achieved although time responsiveness, complex setup and cost are 

still problematic (Jin et al., 2011). In the future, they could be used to record larval 

zebrafish ECGs. 

1.4.3 Microelectrodes 

Small electrodes are usually required to measure electric signals from cells and 

microscopic organisms. Metal electrodes made out of tungsten, platinum-iridium alloy 

or even steel can be made with very sharp tips down to the micrometer scale. They are 

well suited to measure high frequency signals due to the polarized nature of the metals 

(Neuman, 2010). The glass microelectrode, however, performs better at low 

frequencies, having both low noise and excellent DC stability. Glass microelectrodes 

are made out of glass capillaries that are melted and machined so that a narrow open tip 

is formed at the measuring end. The pipette is then filled with an electrolyte solution 

containing chloride, often high concentration KCl or NaCl. A Ag-AgCl wire is then 

positioned inside the capillary in contact with the electrolyte (Figure 1.7A and B). The 

electrolyte thus forms a salt bridge between the wire and the sample in contact with the 

tip. Tip diameters can be down to 1 μm and are thus well suited to study electric activity 
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at the cellular level. Patch clamp experiments where the activity of ion channels or 

single cells are studied utilize glass micropipette (Neuman, 2010). Usually one 

electrode, called a reference or neutral electrode, is positioned in the electrolyte 

surrounding the sample while the glass microelectrode is positioned on the sample. The 

potential measured in the glass micropipette is then compared to the potential in the 

solution (Neuman, 2010). This arrangement is shown in Figure 1.7C. The simplified 

circuit diagram shown in Figure 1.7D represents the situation when measuring the 

potential at the surface of an organism in a solution, such as ECG in a zebrafish. When 

measuring the potential at a surface, coupling to the surrounding solution exists through 

a resistance in the seal between the pipette and the organism and capacitively through 

the glass of the pipette. The actual circuit is more complicated since tip potentials arise 

at the pipette tip and if different solutions are in the pipette and surrounding solutions, 

junction potentials appear. The double layer interface of the electrode metal in the 

pipette and solution are also neglected in this setup (Neuman, 2010). The resistance of 

the pipette and capacitance in the wall create a low pass filtering effect that can be 

compensated for using positive feedback circuits in specialized amplifiers (Axon 

Instruments, 2005; Neuman, 2010). Glass micropipettes have been used to record ECGs 

from larval zebrafish in this manner as described in detail below. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.7: Glass micropipette electrodes.  A: image of a micropipette taken through a microscope 

during preparation. The black scale bar is 25 μm. B: a schematic of an electrolyte filled micropipette with 

an Ag-AgCl electrode wire. C: a simple setup to measure the surface potential of an object (a) using a 

micropipette (b) connected to an amplifier (d). Another electrode (c) is connected to the electrolyte 

surrounding the object (a) producing an amplified differential signal (e). D: a simplified schematic circuit 

showing the measurement of a surface potential using an electrolyte filled glass micropipette. The potential 

(Vs) at the surface is measured and compared to the potential in the solution surrounding the surface (V2). 

The potential measured V1 is dependent on the resistance of the pipette electrolyte (Rs), capacitive 

coupling through the pipette (Cp) and seal resistance between the pipette tip and surface (Rseal).  

1.4.4 Electrode configuration and geometry 

Two electrodes are required to measure an electric potential. The monopolar recording 

setup utilizes one recording electrode which is compared to a distant and usually large 

reference electrode (neutral electrode). In bipolar recordings, the potential is measured 

between two electrodes usually at at shorter distances (Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015b). 

The setup chosen has an effect on the signal amplitude and morphology recorded. The 

monopolar electrode setup has a filtering effect which causes low-pass filtering of 

signals measured at large distances. Bipolar recordings suffer less from low pass 

filtering and enable the discrimination of higher frequency components dependent on 

the interelectrode distance. However, the signal amplitude falls off more rapidly 

compared to monopolar recordings. In a simple setup with a homogenous volume 

conductor, such as an electrolyte filled petri dish, the signal amplitude from a small 
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current dipole falls off approximately as 𝑟−2 in the monopolar and 𝑟−3 in the bipolar 

cases (Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015b).  

The size and shape of electrodes also has an effect on the signal. A larger 

electrode area causes loss of spatial resolution but also decreases noise due to averaging 

and can also decrease the signal amplitude (Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015a). 

1.4.5 Biopotential amplifiers and digitization 

Biopotential amplifiers have to measure very low voltage signals while rejecting noise 

and interference from other sources. They have to amplify the signal to a range suitable 

for further processing and analysis without distortion, while preventing damage and 

injury to the subject under study. Biopotential amplifiers are usually differential 

amplifiers which amplify the difference in potential between two inputs. Multiple 

different commercial bioamplifiers exist for electrophysiological measurements today. 

Custom made biopotential amplifiers are also commonly built to perform specific 

measurements (Nagel, 2016).  

Digitization of analog signals is required when recording and processing 

electrophysiological data on a computer. Some amplifiers digitize the signal early and 

perform digital signal processing using integrated circuits before outputting to a 

computer. Other amplifiers output analog signals to an external digitizer (Molecular 

Devices, 2012b; Nagel, 2016). 

1.5 Noise in electrophysiological recordings 
Difficulties obtaining biopotential signals are caused by signal pickup problems or 

excessive noise obscuring the signals. Noise in biological recordings results from 

multiple sources, both electrical and biological in origin. The electrodes, wires, 

amplifier, filters and digitizer are all sources of potential noise. The signal of interest 

may even be buried in other biopotential signals produced by the organism under 

measurement, e.g. muscle activity obscuring an ECG recording. Electrical interference 

from electrical fields and electromagnetic waves can also conceal signals (Molecular 

Devices, 2012b). 

1.5.1 Noise measurements 

Noise is generally measured with the electronic equipment used for the biopotenial 

measurement of interest. Peak-to-peak noise is simple to measure as the difference 

between the maximum and minimum level of noise in a signal. Noise, however, is non-

deterministic in nature and therefore the peak-to-peak level depends on the time interval 

of the measurements. Root mean square (RMS) noise is therefore preferred, since it 

gives an estimate of the standard deviation of the noise. Equation 1 shows the formula 

for the RMS of an alternating current (AC) waveform which has been sampled with N 

data points numbered x1…xN and has the mean of μ. The distance from the mean is xi 

for each data point. This formula can be used to calculate the RMS voltage of a digitally 

sampled signal waveform.  

 

𝑥𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √
1

𝑁
∑|𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇|2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

Equation 1 
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Random noise often has a normal distribution, which means that the noise will remain 

within the plus or minus RMS value 32% of the time (1 standard deviation). Multiplying 

the RMS value by a factor of 6 is often used to estimate peak-to-peak values since the 

probability of the noise level remaining within 6 times the RMS value is 99.7% 

(Instruments, 2007). A noise signal with a normal distribution is shown in Figure 1.8A 

to illustrate this concept. Multiple unrelated noise sources add in an RMS fashion. This 

means that the largest noise source usually governs the total noise (Instruments, 2007). 

Different noise sources have different power spectral densities (PSD) and 

therefore noise values are often reported as noise spectral density, i.e. V2/Hz or V/√Hz. 

Common types of noise are white noise with a flat PSD and 1/f noise which decreases 

with frequency (Figure 1.8B). Filtering signals can change the amount of noise present 

and therefore the bandwidth of measurements should always be reported. Here, noise 

values are reported as RMS voltages at a certain bandwidth or as noise spectral densities 

in V/√Hz. Referring noise levels to the input of the amplifier by dividing the amplified 

measured signal amplitude by the gain is commonly performed (Molecular Devices, 

2012a).  

1.5.2 Types of noise and interference 

Fundamental types of noise are thermal noise, dielectric noise, flicker noise, shot noise, 

avalanche noise and burst noise. Electrical interference, movement artifacts and 

biological signals that obscure measurements are usually not classified as fundamental 

noise sources but are still covered here (Instruments, 2007; Molecular Devices, 2012a).  

1.5.2.1 Thermal noise 

Thermal noise (Johnson noise, Nyquist noise) is present in all conductors and increases 

with temperature and resistance. It is independent on frequency and the power spectral 

density of thermal noise is white (Instruments, 2007).  

1.5.2.2 Dielectric noise 

All real dielectrics create thermal noise that increases with frequency and can be 

described by a dissipation factor and the capacitance of the dielectric. Dielectric noise 

is usually more important at higher frequencies. An important source of dielectric noise 

 

 
Figure 1.8: Noise distribution and power spectral density (PSD).  A: noise signal is shown 

in the black trace with the RMS value of the noise indicated and also the estimated peak-to-peak noise as 

6x the RMS value. At the left, the distribution of noise amplitude is shown centered at the mean value 

and with multiples of different standard deviations (σ) indicated. B: the power spectral density of two 

common types of noise signals are shown, white noise, which has a flat spectral density and 1/f noise 

which decreases with increased frequency. A, B from (Instruments, 2007). 
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in electrophysiological recordings is the glass used to fabricate micropipette electrodes. 

Borosilicate glass is commonly used although quartz has the best noise profile. All high 

loss dielectrics in close proximity to the measurement system can create noise due to 

capacitive coupling through air, especially at high frequencies (Molecular Devices, 

2012a). 

1.5.2.3 Flicker noise (1/f noise, excess noise) 

Flicker noise has an inverse relationship with frequency (hence often called 1/f noise) 

and has various origins. It is present in most active devices and complicates low 

frequency measurements such as ECGs (Molecular Devices, 2012a).  

1.5.2.4 Shot noise and semiconductor related noise 

Shot noise is associated with charges crossing a potential barrier, such as current 

through a pn junction in semiconductors. It is independent of frequency and 

temperature. Avalance noise also occurs in semiconductor devices when pn junctions 

are operated in reverse breakdown mode such as in Zener diodes. Imperfections in 

semiconductor materials can produce burst noise which is present at low frequencies. 

All these noise types can be present in semiconductors used in biomedical amplifiers 

(Instruments, 2007). 

1.5.2.5 Electrode related noise 

Electrodes are a significant noise source in electrophysiological recordings. The 

resistance of the electrode conductor and electrolyte solution cause thermal noise 

independent of frequency. The capacitance of the electrode insulator and poor 

dielectrics around the electrode cause dielectric noise at higher frequencies. 

Additionally, flicker noise increases the noise level of electrodes at lower frequencies. 

Electrode half-cell potentials, which depend on the metal and electrolyte used, produce 

low frequency baseline drift and can also produce high voltage transients that interefere 

with measurements (Huigen, Peper, & Grimbergen, 2002; Tallgren et al., 2005). In 

ECG measurements on larval zebrafish, the half-cell potentials, thermal noise and 

flicker noise are likely the largest noise contributors due to the low frequency of 

measurement. Of the metal electrode materials, Ag-AgCl seems to have the most 

favorable profile for ECG, with low baseline drift and a good low frequency response 

(Tallgren et al., 2005). 

Micropipette electrode noise can be reduced by decreasing the resistance of the 

micropipette with a high concentration electrolyte, extending the electrode wire close 

to the tip and optimal pipette tip diameters. Dielectric noise from the pipettes can be 

reduced by using thick walled pipettes, coating pipettes with Sylgard or using quartz 

glass. Having a low level of solution in the recording well containing the sample being 

measured also lowers dielectric noise by decreasing the capactive coupling with the 

pipette (Molecular Devices, 2012a).  

Skin resistance increases the source impedance in series with the electrode during 

surface measurements in organisms. The skin resistance is mostly due to the epidermis  

(Neuman, 2010). DC voltage potentials are also produced in the skin which can 

interfere with measurements (Tallgren et al., 2005). Larval zebrafish have a thin skin 

barrier which is unlikely a large source of resistance. Due to increased thickness, the 

skin is likely a larger source of noise in adult zebrafish.  
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1.5.2.6 Amplifier noise 

Biopotential amplifiers are semiconductor devices which display all the fundimental 

types of noise described above. The source impedance connected to the amplifier 

usually has an effect on the voltage noise of an amplifier circuit (Nagel, 2016). Short 

circuiting the input terminals of an amplifier adds marginal source impedance and thus 

enables the measurement of the noise level of the amplifier itself. The amplifier is also 

responsible for rejecting interference and filtering the signal. A high common mode 

rejection ratio (CMRR) means that differential signals are preferrentially amplified, 

while common mode signals such as electrical intereference are rejected. The CMRR 

is decreased if the source input impedance differes greatly between the inputs of the 

amplifier (Nagel, 2016). Matching the source input impedance is optimal but often 

impractical since it depends on the electrodes and sample under study. A large amplifier 

input impedance mitigates this problem by making the source impedances negligible in 

comparison. High input impedance is also required for capacitive electrodes which 

often use feedback methods to increase input impedance. Limiting the signal bandwidth 

is generally used to decrease noise and prevent amplifier saturation due to DC 

transients. Amplifiers are therefore equipped with passive and active high and low pass 

filters. High order Bessel filters are preferred since they cause less signal distortion than 

most other active filters. Notch filters to specifically remove 50/60 Hz AC line noise 

are also commonly available. Active shielding and input guarding is used by some 

amplifiers to decrease electrical interference, especially if capacitive electrodes are used 

(Nagel, 2016). Modern biopotential and patch clamp amplifiers are designed so that 

they have very low levels of shot noise, burst noise and current noise. Amplifiers for 

patch clamp experiments usually contain circuits to compensate for artifacts that affect 

measurements, such as for cell leakage currents and capacitive and resistance effects of 

the glass microelectrodes used. These compensation circuits increase the effective 

measurement bandwidth but unfortunately also increase overall voltage noise levels in 

recordings (Molecular Devices, 2012a).  

1.5.2.7 Digitization noise 

Digitization of a signal using an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) can induce noise 

both during the sampling in time and quantization of the signal amplitude. 

Undersampling a signal causes aliasing which increases overall signal noise. Sampling 

at a frequency lower than two times the highest frequency components of the signal 

will induce aliasing. Low pass filtering the signal or sampling at a higher frequency rate 

will prevent aliasing. The common criterion of sampling at two times the low pass filter 

corner frequency is defined based on a brick wall filter. Real filters are never perfect 

brick wall filters, so high-order active filters are usually used. Active Bessel filters are 

a popular choice to prevent aliasing. Sampling at 5x the corner frequency of a 4-8 order 

active Bessel low-pass filter should be sufficient to prevent aliasing (Molecular 

Devices, 2012a). Quantization noise occurs when the quantization step of the digitizer 

is large relative to the amplitude of the signal. This can be prevented by reducing the 

quantization step and amplifying the signal prior to digitization, so that it utilizes the 

dynamic range of the digitizer (Molecular Devices, 2012a). 

1.5.2.8 Electrical and mechanical interference 

Electrical interference can occur through capacitive coupling or through 

electromagnetic waves. The amplifier CMRR and input impedance prevent some of the 

interference from corrupting the biopotential signal. Shielding the biological sample, 

wires and electronics can further prevent electrical interference. Carefully grounding 
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electrical equipment and a grounded metallic Faraday cage can prevent some 

electromagnetic interference. Active shielding can also be emplyed with a suitable 

amplifier. Electrical interference often takes the form of a periodic signal, the most 

common of which is a 50-60 Hz sine wave signal originating from powerlines. When 

sources of electrical interference are located they can sometimes be moved, shielded or 

turned off during measurements (Molecular Devices, 2012a). 

Biological interference also occurs from biopotential sources in the organism that 

are not of interest. Muscle artifacts and skin potentials are examples of signals that can 

corrupt ECG measurements. Filtering and post-processing techniques can often remove 

biological artifacts (Clark Jr., 2010; Simakov & Webster, 2010; Yu et al., 2010). Muscle 

artifacts can also be decreased with suitable electrode placement (Simakov & Webster, 

2010) or abolished by inducing muscle paralysis with drugs such as D-tubocurarine 

(Dhillon et al., 2013).  

Motion artifacts are common in biopotential measurements and are caused by 

muscle and skin potentials as well as alterations in the metal-electrolyte double layer, 

cable motion and due to triboelectric effects. Artifacts caused by a disturbance in the 

double layer are especially problematic in highly polarized and capacitive electrodes. 

Movement artifacts can be decreased by increasing the electrolyte solution 

conductivity, increasing electrode size, decreasing electrode polarization, half-cell 

potentials or simply limiting movements. Increasing amplifier input impedance can also 

decrease motion artifacts and positioning the pre-amplifier close to the sample can 

prevent cable movement induced motion artifacts (Simakov & Webster, 2010). 

Triboelectric effects are unlikely to be a large problem with zebrafish in electrolyte 

media. To decrease movements in patch clamp experiments, an air table which holds 

the sample on a cushion of gas is commonly used (Molecular Devices, 2012a).  

1.5.3 Expected noise in larval zebrafish ECG recordings 

ECG is a low frequency signal usually recorded at the frequency range from DC to 

about 1 kHz. In the case of measuring ECG from small organisms in a solution, the 

largest noise components are likely flicker noise, thermal noise, movement artifacts and 

both electrical and biological interference. Flicker noise is high at lower frequencies 

and comes from the electrodes and amplifier. Half-cell potentials are an issue with DC 

measurements, but a high-pass filter set at a low corner frequency can filter out slow 

DC potentials and large DC offsets can be subtracted from the signal. Large muscle and 

movement artifacts are expected in non-paralysed and freely swimming zebrafish. 

Dielectric noise is a possible issue but to a lesser degree than in higher frequency 

recordings. Digitization noise due to aliasing is easily prevented since the signal lies 

below 1 kHz so sampling at 5 times the low pass filter corner frequency is simple with 

modern technology. Quantization noise could be problematic if the amplifier gain is not 

sufficient for small signals to use the range of the digitizer. Electrical interference is 

always an issue and requires careful grounding of equipment, shielding and an amplifier 

with good CMRR. Studies measuring larval zebrafish ECG have in general not reported 

noise levels or sources (Dhillon et al., 2013; Forouhar et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2010).  

1.6 Current methods of recording zebrafish ECGs 

1.6.1 Adult zebrafish electrocardiograms 

The electrocardiogram of adult zebrafish has been recorded by multiple groups (Liu et 

al., 2016). ECG recordings have been performed both in vitro, on explanted hearts, and 
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in vivo at the body surface. Most in vivo measurements are performed by removing fish 

from the aquarium, placing them in a damp sponge and inserting steel electrodes 

through the skin (Figure 1.9A). The fish must be perfused with a physiologic solution 

in order to prevent reflexive bradycardia and keep them alive out of water. Better signal 

quality and less noise can be obtained by peeling back scales and also opening the 

pericardium that surrounds the heart. Using the casper mutant, which lacks the 

pericardial sac, also improves the signal (Liu et al., 2016). 

The amplitude of the component waves, P, QRS and T depend on electrode 

positioning as expected based on lead field models (Liu et al., 2016; Malmivuo & 

Plonsey, 1995a; Sun et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2012). Recording setups differ between 

groups. Usually steel electrodes are to obtain a single lead bipolar recording. The signal 

is amplified using a differential amplifier and filtered differently between groups. 

Signals are commonly high pass filtered at 0.1-3 Hz and low pass filtered at 40, 100, 

500 or 10000 Hz (Liu et al., 2016). Digital processing is performed afterwards using 

classical filtering, wavelet transforms or waveform averaging (Liu et al., 2016; Sun et 

al., 2009; Tsai et al., 2011). Complicated post processing has drawbacks when 

performing drug screening which results in a large amount of recorded data. Care must 

also be taken not to remove important data or add artifacts during processing. As an 

example, a part of wavelet processing performed by Sun et al. is shown in Figure 1.9B, 

C and D. Wavelet transform filtering frequencies between 1.9 and 7.8 Hz removed T 

waves from the ECG in the study.  Good low noise signals were obtained by Liu et al. 

using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier with a gain of 1000 and filtering the signal from 3-

40 Hz. Only waveform averaging was used during post-processing. Before recording 

high quality signals, the dermis was stripped from the skin above the heart and the 

pericardial sac opened. Thus, instead of performing complicated digital post processing, 

more sample preparation was required (Liu et al., 2016).  

Recently a device to record surface ECGs from adult zebrafish has been marketed 

as the ZS-200 system by iWorx (iWorx Systems Inc., n.d.). The system consists of a 

grounded aluminum enclosure housing a pedestal to keep an anesthetized adult 

zebrafish in position while two silver-silver chloride electrodes are placed on the ventral 

side of the fish for recording (Figure 1.10A). The signal is amplified with a differential 

amplifier and filtered between 0.5-500 Hz. Perfusion of the fish is not a part of the 

system which makes long duration recordings problematic and bradycardia caused by 

removing the fish from water may confound the results (iWorx Systems Inc., n.d.). I 

did not find any peer reviewed studies using the ZS-200 system.  

Flexible microelectrode arrays have also been created for adult zebrafish (Yu et 

al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2013). A wearable microelectronic implant and also a non-

invasive jacket with surface electrodes has been developed and can be used to record 

ECG from freely swimming adult zebrafish (Figure 1.10B) (Zhang et al., 2015; Zhao 

et al., 2013).  
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Figure 1.9: Adult zebrafish electrocardiograms.  A: an adult zebrafish placed on a damp pink 

sponge with two needle electrodes pierced through the skin. B: the signal obtained before data 

processing. C: after significant data processing using a wavelet transform. D: excluding frequencies 

between 1.9 and 7.8 Hz removed the T wave completely. From (Sun et al., 2009). 

 

 

 
Figure 1.10: The iWorx surface ECG system and a wearable microelectrode array. A: 

different parts of the iWorx system are shown. From (iWorx Systems Inc., n.d.). B: a two surface electrode 

jacket for in vivo measurements in freely swimming zebrafish. Electrode placement is shown 

schematically (a). The flexible silicon jacket is shown in the lateral (b) and dorsal (c) projection. A tether 

connected to a freely swimming fish connects the electrodes to an amplifier (d). To decrease movement 

artifacts measurements can be performed in a water filled glass tube (e). From (Zhang et al., 2015). 

 

 
Figure 1.11: Methods to obtain larval zebrafish ECGs.  A: the positioning of a glass 

micropipette on the skin above the heart. The heart atrium and ventricle are delineated with lines. From 

(Forouhar et al., 2004). B: the setup used to obtain larval zebrafish ECGs using an electrical potential 

sensor. From (Rendon-Morales et al., 2015). 
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1.6.2 Larval zebrafish electrocardiograms 

The small size of embryonic and larval zebrafish makes ECG recording challenging, 

although other factors make larval zebrafish optimal for drug screening purposes. The 

size of a typical 5 dpf larva is only around 4 mm, compared to their adult size of around 

3 cm (Milan & MacRae, 2008). The heart is therefore very small, only about 30-35 μm 

in size (Yu et al., 2010). Few groups have described the recording of ECGs from larval 

zebrafish. Table 1 shows a summary of larval zebrafish ECGs reported in peer reviewed 

literature.  

 

Table 1: Summary of published larval zebrafish ECGs.  The table shows ECGs taken from the 

four published peer reviewed papers describing larval zebrafish ECGs. The age of the fish, the method and 

signal processing used is listed. Note the large differences between reported waveforms, sometimes having 

2 and sometimes 3 components. 

Group Zebrafish age and method ECGs from published article 

Forouhar et al. 

(2004)  

Age: 5 dpf 

Method: Glass micropipette 

Tip diameter: 2 μm   

Processing: 

Filtered 0.1-100 Hz during 

recording. 

No additional processing 

 
Dhillon et al. 

(2013)  

Age: 3 dpf 

Method: Glass micropipette  

Tip diameter: 2 μm   

Processing: 

Filtered 0.1-100 Hz during 

recording. 

Digital filtering performed 

but not described in the 

article. 

 
Yu et al.  

(2010)  

Age: 7 dpf 

Method: Suction 

micropipette 

Tip diameter: 10 μm  

Processing:  
Filtered 0.1-500 Hz during 

recordings. 

Digital wavelet transform 

post-processing. 

 
Rendon-Morales 

et al.  

(2015)   

Age: 3 dpf (and 5 dpf) 

Method: EP 

sensor/capacitive electrode 

Electrode diameter: 2 mm 

Processing:  
Filtered 0.1-100 Hz during 

recordings. 

Waveform averaging during 

post-processing 
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Three groups have used glass micropipettes traditionally used for electrophysiology 

experiments. Forouhar et al. (2004) initially described the method, where they used 

borosilicate glass micropipettes to record ECGs from 5 dpf larval zebrafish (Figure 

1.11A) (Forouhar et al., 2004). The larval fish was anesthetized with Tricaine (tricaine 

mesylate, MS-222), an anesthetic commonly used on zebrafish, and submerged in 

transparent low melting point (LMP) agarose. LMP agarose is a gel like substance 

which solidifies around room temperature and provides stabilization and 

immobilization of the zebrafish. A borosilicate glass pipette with a 2 μm opening, filled 

with a concentrated electrolyte solution, and containing an Ag-AgCl wire, was used as 

a recording electrode. The method required accurate micropipette electrode positioning 

between the atrium and ventricle for good reproducible results. The reference electrode 

was placed in the solution surrounding the zebrafish. The signal was amplifier 100x 

using a differential amplifier and filtered at 0.1-100 Hz. They reported two component 

ECG waveforms where the components were believed to represent atrial and ventricular 

depolarization based on synchronized video recordings. The maximum signal peak-to-

peak amplitude obtained using this method was 500 μV.  

Dhillon et al. (2013) recorded ECGs from 3 dpf larva using a similar method, 

with 2 μm opening diameter borosilicate glass micropipettes (Dhillon et al., 2013). The 

ECGs obtained had 2-3 component waves which represented atrial (P), ventricular 

(QRS) depolarization and ventricular repolarization (T). Invasive ECG recordings 

where the skin was punctured over the heart gave comparable results to non-invasive 

surface recordings. ECGs could be obtained after paralyzing the heart using 

cardioplegic drugs but negative effects on the ECG waveform and survival were seen. 

The paralytic agents MESAB and tubocurarine tested had no effects on the ECG but 

eliminated movement artifacts by paralyzing skeletal muscle. These agents can 

therefore be utilized in cases where cardiac side effects, mainly bradycardia, of tricaine 

are undesirable. Different electrode positions along the heart axis drawn from the sinus 

venosus to the bulbus arteriosus had an effect on ECG component amplitudes but the 

heart rate and QT interval was similar between measurements. They also reported that 

the effect of known QT prolonging drugs is measurable in 3 dpf zebrafish larva. Their 

study therefore supports the use of 3 dpf or older zebrafish larva to screen drugs for 

cardiac effects.  

Yu et al. (2010) embedded tricaine sedated larval zebrafish at different ages in 

agarose and used 10 μm diameter borosilicate patch pipettes positioned above the heart 

to record ECGs. The signal was amplified 10000x and filtered 0.1-500 Hz with a 60 Hz 

Notch filter. Post-processing included wavelet transformation to enhance signal-to-

noise ratios (SNR). They tested larva at different ages ranging from 6-35 dpf. The ECG 

waveform changed progressively with the age of the fish, with P and QRS visible at 7 

dpf and T waves appearing at 14 dpf. During maturation the QRS complex shortened 

and the P and T waves became more prominent. The peak-to-peak signal amplitude in 

7 dpf larva was around 200 μV according to the signal figures shown in the paper. Based 

on this study, measuring QT intervals is possible in larva only after 7 dpf. (Yu et al., 

2010).  

These studies raise the question of when it is best to use larval zebrafish between 

3-7 dpf for cardiac screening using this method. Measuring the QT interval would be 

optimal for cardiac screening for arrhythmia. Dhillon et al. described T waves at 3 dpf 

which enabled QT interval assessment. Forouhar et al. however saw no T waves at 5 

dpf and Yu et al. only described visible T waves at 14 dpf. Differences in recording 

technique could be responsible for this discrepancy since electrode positioning is 

known to have an effect on the waveform. Yu et al. also used a 10 μm diameter electrode 
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compared to 2 μm used by Forouhar et al. and Dhillon et al. A larger electrode diameter 

could obscure the signal components by averaging the signal over a larger area. Further 

study is needed to check whether the patch micropipette method is useful to screen for 

cardiac drugs although promising results have already been described (Dhillon et al., 

2013). A significant drawback, independent of whether the QT interval is measureable, 

is the labor intensive and time consuming nature of the method. 

 A novel method to measure larval zebrafish ECG has been described by Rendon-

Morales et al. (2015) using electrical potential sensors (Rendon-Morales et al., 2015). 

Electrical potential sensors are patented capacitive sensors that detect tiny electric field 

changes (Prance et al., 2000). The sensor uses a capacitive electrode setup made out of 

titanium with a thin titanium oxide film as insulation. The recording setup consisted of 

a 2 mm recording electrode at the bottom of a petri dish (Figure 1.11B). Single tricaine 

anesthetized 3 dpf or 5 dpf larval zebrafish were placed on the sensor and the signal 

was recorded using a differential amplifier. Signal filtering at 0.5-100 Hz was 

performed as well as post-processing with signal averaging. Good signals were reported 

with 3 component waveforms after averaging, with P, QRS and T waves at both 3 and 

5 dpf. These results are very promising but are very recent and have not been replicated 

by any other groups.  

The differences in ECG waveforms between studies are likely the result of 

technical factors such as the electrode type, electrode positioning, recording setup, 

instrumentation or post-processing techniques. In the three studies using glass 

micropipette electrodes, electrode positioning is in our opinion most likely responsible 

for the differences. Physiologic factors could also partly explain these discrepancies. 

One study reported different ECGs dependent on age (Yu et al., 2010) and the cardiac 

conduction system is known to develop well into 21 dpf as described in section 1.2 

above. Electrode positioning has an effect on the waveform as shown by Dhillon et al. 

(Dhillon et al., 2013), although all their measurements were done on the cardiac axis 

and no other locations. They also report that QRS and T components were always 

discernible. It is also hard to see that electrode positioning would have great effects in 

the case of a 2 mm capacitive central electrode that is half the length of the zebrafish in 

diameter (Rendon-Morales et al., 2015). The effect of electrode area in the case of a 

capacitive electrode system is likely different than with conventional electrodes. 

1.6.3 Imaging methods to study the zebrafish heart 

The optical transparency of larval zebrafish makes them practical for in vivo imaging. 

Visualization using microscopes and imaging with high resolution cameras can 

determine the heart rate and cardiac output of zebrafish (Hill, 2013). Some automated 

high throughput screening systems use transgenic zebrafish expressing green 

fluorescent protein (GFP) in the vascular system to image cardiac contractions and 

blood flow (De Luca et al., 2014; Letamendia et al., 2012). A more sophisticated 

technique uses ANEP dyes, which are sensitive to electrical field changes, and measures 

cardiac action potentials. Peal et al. (2011) used this method to screen 1200 chemicals 

for effects on the breakdance zebrafish mutant. The method is complicated, requiring 

heart explantation and treatment with the voltage sensitive dye before recording (Peal 

et al., 2011). ANEP dyes also have low sensitivity and are toxic (Herron, Lee, & Jalife, 

2012). An alternative is to use calcium indicator dyes since calcium influx happens 

during the activation of cardiac cells. Cumbersome microinjection to load calcium dyes 

into the cells is a problem with this technique but can be circumvented by genetically 

encoded calcium indicators. A transgenic zebrafish line (Tg(cmlc2:gCaMP)s878), 

expressing a genetically encoded calcium reporter based on GFP, has been used to 
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optically map zebrafish hearts and perform forward genetic screening for aberrant 

cardiac phenotypes (Arnaout et al., 2007; Chi et al., 2008). The main problem with 

genetically coded calcium indicators is their slow response time (Herron et al., 2012). 

Optical techniques also have issues with photon scattering and motion artifacts (Chi et 

al., 2008; Herron et al., 2012). Doppler ultrasonography and high speed imaging of 

single blood cells has been used to measure the flow rate of blood through the heart and 

vascular system. These methods however only supply indirect information about the 

electrophysiology of the heart (Hill, 2013). 

1.7 Cardiac drug screening using larval zebrafish 
Designing a cardiac drug screening platform for zebrafish is possible using both 

imaging and electrophysiological methods. Imaging methods have multiple drawbacks 

including complicated optical instrumentation, dye toxicity, low time resolution and a 

requirement for transgenic lines. ECGs recorded from both adult and larval zebrafish, 

however, enable the detection of electrophysiological signals similar to human ECGs. 

Arrhythmias and ECG markers for cardiac disease, such as QT interval prolongation 

and ST segment changes known in humans, can therefore be directly utilized in 

zebrafish models for phenotypic screening. A cardiac drug screening platform which 

records ECGs is therefore likely optimal, if technologically practical.  

1.7.1 Physiologic issues with current studies 

The design of a platform needs to take into account multiple factors such as the size of 

the organism and physiology. Larval zebrafish are more practical than adults for 

screening, as previously described, and ECGs with T wave components are described 

around 3 dpf of age (Dhillon et al., 2013; Rendon-Morales et al., 2015). Using zebrafish 

at 5 dpf is therefore likely optimal since the maturation of the conduction system of the 

heart is almost complete by that time. Discrepancies between ECG studies in larval 

zebrafish indicate that the T wave may not always be visible at this young age. This 

complicates the issue of using larva but could be due to technological factors in the 

studies (Forouhar et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2010) not reporting T waves. 

1.8 Platform design ideas 
Obtaining ECGs from microscopic larva is currently complicated but two possible 

recording setups that could be adapted for screening are: 

1. A solution filled microwell with electrodes located in the well.  

2. A microfluidic platform which restrains larva in close contact with electrodes. 

1.8.1 A microwell system for zebrafish drug screening 

A solution filled well with freely swimming zebrafish would be optimal since that 

would enable phenotypic screening for behavior as well as the collection of 

electrophysiological information. Microwell plates are also commonly available and 

used in larval zebrafish studies (Zhu et al., 2014). One study used a large well like 

system to record ECGs from larval fish but the fish were anesthetized and positioned 

directly on the capacitive electrode used (Rendon-Morales et al., 2015). Large motion 

artifacts are likely to occur with freely swimming fish in this system since a capacitive 

electrode was used which also makes amplifier design more complicated. Using 

conventional metal electrodes is also a possibility. Small wells containing metal 

electrodes are already commercially available for cell culture studies which could be 
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adapted for this purpose (Figure 1.12A) (Applied BioPhysics, 2017). The relationship 

between the electrodes and the position of the fish will alter the ECG waveform 

although electrode positioning and post-processing techniques could mitigate this 

problem. A large problem likely associated with this method is the decrease in 

amplitude of the ECG signal with distance in a solution medium.  

1.8.2 A microfluidic platform 

Microfluidics deal with the movement of small volumes of fluid and have been used to 

develop small chips which restrain embryonic and larval zebrafish for phenotypic 

studies (Zhu et al., 2014). A microfluidic platform was recently described which 

restrains larval zebrafish in contact with electrodes for electroencephalographic 

measurements (Figure 1.12B) (Hong et al., 2016). Creating a microfluidic platform to 

restrain zebrafish with electrodes positioned close to the heart is a possible setup for 

obtaining ECG in a high throughput fashion. A better signal is expected compared to a 

microwell based system, since restraining the fish decreases motion artifacts and the 

distance from the fish to the electrodes is smaller. The main drawback is the time and 

cost required to design, prototype and manufacture a microfluidic platform.  Behavioral 

data obtained during measurements would also be of limited value since the larvae are 

restrained.  

 

 

 
Figure 1.12: Two potential setups to measure zebrafish electrocardiograms.  A: a 

commercially available microwell plate containing gold electrodes for cell culture studies could potentially 

be used to measure ECGs. From (Applied BioPhysics, 2017). B: a microfluidic platform to measure larval 

zebrafish EEGs during seizures is shown (Hong et al., 2016). A similar setup could potentially be used to 

record ECGs. 
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1.9 Objectives 
The aim of this study was to determine whether a microwell based ECG screening 

platform using larval zebrafish is physiologically and technically practical. The 

objectives were to: 

1. Implement the glass micropipette method to measure larval zebrafish ECGs. 

2. Determine the following important parameters needed to evaluate a well based 

platform. 

a. System noise levels and suitable filtering to decrease noise. 

b. The noise level of different electrode types. 

c. Examining the waveform and frequency components of the signal to find 

suitable waveform filters. 

d. The effect of electrode positioning on the ECG waveform. 

e. The effect of electrode area on the signal amplitude and noise. 

3. Determine the properties of the well system 

a. The conductivity of E3 media and system water. 

b. The effect of electrode distance from the signal source on the signal 

amplitude. 

4. Record ECGs using a microwell based setup. 

5. Record ECGs directly with highly polarizable (platinum) and low-polarizable (Ag-

AgCl) metal electrodes. 

6. Find a suitable zebrafish age for screening by recording ECGs at 3, 5 and 7 dpf. 

7. Test the ECG effects of commonly used cardiac drugs: Atropine, propranolol and 

norepinephrine. 
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Chapter 2 Methods 

2.1 Amplifier and equipment description 
Two amplifiers were used for measurement purposes, the Multiclamp 700B from 

Molecular Devices (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and a Grass 15A54 

(Astro-Med. West Warwick, RI. USA). All equipment was grounded in order to 

decrease interference from other electronic equipment.  

2.1.1 Multiclamp 700B 

The Multiclamp 700B amplifier is specialized for low-noise electrophysiological 

recordings from cells and in vivo preparations. Two channels are available to record 

current or voltage signals and can also perform patch clamping. The amplifier channels 

are connected to a CV-7B headstage (Molecular Devices) with two gold connectors, 

one for a neutral/reference electrode and another for an active/recording electrode. A 

micropipette holder for glass microelectrodes is available. The headstage acts as a 

voltage or current follower and additionally enables both voltage and current injection 

through the electrodes (Figure 2.1). Here, the Multiclamp amplifier was only used to 

amplify voltage signals and was therefore configured in current clamp mode with the 

clamping operation disabled. The headstage was also used to inject square wave current 

signals to measure electrode impedance at low frequencies and for calibration. Input 

impedance is not specified in the product manual for the Multiclamp 700B system but 

according to customer service at Molecular Devices, it is about 100 GΩ in current clamp 

mode (Molecular Devices, 2010a). The output from the amplifier was connected to a 

Power1401-3A analog-digital converter (CED, Milton Road, Cambridge, England). 

The amplifier system was computer controlled using Multiclamp Commander software 

(Molecular Devices).  

 

 

 
Figure 2.1: Simplified CV-7B headstage circuit.  The diagram shows a simplified headstage 

circuit. The signal is recorded through the electrode at the left. In current clamp mode, the switches (V) 

are open and if no current clamp command voltage is set at (I) then the circuit simplifies to a voltage 

follower circuit. Here, the headstage was only used as a voltage follower. From (Molecular Devices, 

2010b). 
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The Multiclamp 700B amplifier gain ranges from 1-200000x. Low pass filtering is 

achieved with a 4-pole Butterworth or Bessel filter with corner frequencies (-3 dB) 

ranging 2 Hz-45 kHz and 2-30 kHz, respectively. The amplifier can amplify DC signals 

and also high-pass filter the signal at 0.1, 1, 3, 10, 100 or 300 Hz corner frequencies (-

3 dB) using a single-pole Bessel filter. The only compensation used during recordings 

was a “pipette offset” function which zeroes out tip and liquid junction potentials, 

subtracting a voltage offset from the signal. This was important in some cases to prevent 

amplifier overload due to junction potentials.  

The current noise levels of the amplifier were tested according to the manual and 

were within normal limits for both headstages and channels (Axon Instruments, 2005).  

2.1.2 Grass 15A54 

A Grass 15LT base system with a Grass model 15A54 amplifier was used. The Grass 

15A54 is a 4 channel differential amplifier for electroencephalography and 

polysomnography applications. Amplification ranges from 50-200000x ± 2%. Band-

pass filters are available with low cutoff frequencies (-6 dB) at 0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 

30, 100 Hz and high at 30, 100, 300, 1000 and 6000 Hz. A specialized Notch filter at 

50 Hz is available and was used during measurements. The input impedance given in 

the manual is 20 MΩ, 35 pF and CMRR 90 dB at 60 Hz. According to the manual, the 

expected peak-to-peak input voltage noise levels are 3 μV at 100 Hz and 10 μV at 6 

kHz. The output is single ended and clipped at 10 V peak-to-peak and was connected 

to an oscilloscope (TDS 2022B, Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, USA) directly or to the 

Power1401-3A analog-digital converter. The amplifier was mounted in a grounded rack 

designed for the amplifer along with three other 15A54 amplifiers, four Grass 15A12 

DC amplifiers and a Grass medical-grade power supply. A calibrator in the Grass 15LT 

system that can supply voltages from 5-1000 μV ± 2% as sine waves (03, 1, 3, 10, 30, 

100, 300, 1000 Hz), step voltages or a DC offset was used for calibration. Link15 

software was used to control the amplifier from a PC computer (Grass 15 & 15LT 

amplifier systems, 2002).  

Inputs were connected to the amplifier using connectors and cabling from 

original Grass EEG electrodes. The EEG electrodes were removed and the end soldered 

to a gold plug. The gold plug was connected to a platinum or Ag-AgCl electrode for 

measurement purposes. Grass jumpers were used to short inputs to measure amplifier 

noise.  

2.1.3 Analog-digital conversion 

A Power1401-3A ADC (CED) was used which can sample up to 3 MHz per channel. 

Digital sampling during recordings was always set at more than two times, usually 5-

10 times, the corner frequency of the low pass filter used on the signal.  

2.2 Electrode fabrication 
Different electrode setups made from silver or platinum wires were fabricated for 

testing. Glass micropipettes were used for conventional electrophysiology as described 

below.  
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2.2.1 Glass micropipette fabrication 

A Narishige PC-10 puller (Narishige International Ltd, Willow Way, London, U.K.) 

which heats and pulls apart glass capilliaries was used with borosilicate glass 

capillaries. The puller enables single and two-stage pulls and different heater settings 

for each stage. Using trial and error, initially with large adjustments and then smaller 

adjustments, optimal settings were determined. A two-stage pull was used with the 

stage 1 pull distance at 1.5 mm and heater at 70°C, and stage 2 pull distance at 3 mm 

and heater at 48.5 °C. The glass micropipette tips were then cut and firepolished using 

a MF-900 microforge (Narishige) to obtain specific tip diameters depending on 

application. The scale of the MF-900 at highest magnification is graded at 5 μm 

intervals. For most measurements optimal tip diameters were between 2.5-5 μm. 

2.2.2 Wire electrodes 

To prepare chlorided silver wire electrodes (Ag-AgCl electrodes) for recording, a 250 

μm insulated silver wire was used. First, the insulation was removed using fine 

sandpaper and then the wire was cleaned with ethanol. Wires were then treated with 

chlorine (bleach) for more than 24 hours until a complete covering layer of black silver 

chloride (AgCl) was clearly observed. Chlorided wires were cleaned with distilled 

water before recording. Chloride was burned off the wire using a Bunsen burner if 

necessary before rechloriding, or to obtain an unchlorided portion of the wire. An 

unchlorided part of the wire was used to connect the electrode wire to a gold connector 

and through the gold connector to an amplifier. 

The platinum electrode wire was 150 μm in diameter and made from annealed 

platinum (99.99% pure). To enable accurate positioning during recordings, the platinum 

wire was housed inside a glass micropipette for mechanical stability. The wire 

protruded from the end of the glass micropipette. The wire was attached to a gold 

connector and connected to an amplifier.  

When referring to uninsulated wire electrodes, the terms bare Ag-AgCl or bare 

platinum wire electrode will be used. 

2.2.3 Wire tip electrode fabrication 

Bare wire electrodes have a large electrode area. Wire tip electrodes, where only the 

end of the wire is exposed to the solution, were created to limit the electrode area to 

approximately the diameter of the wires. When referring to wire tip electrodes, the term 

Ag-AgCl tip or platinum tip electrode will be used. The wire was housed in a glass 

micropipette for insulation and mechanical stability. Glass micropipettes were prepared 

as described above. A 250 μm diameter insulated silver or 150 μm diameter uninsulated 

platinum wire was placed inside a glass micropipette with a small portion protruding 

through the micropipette end. Cyanoacrylate glue (Vetbond, 3M, Maplewood, MN, 

USA) was sucked into the tip and allowed to harden. This was done to prevent fluid 

from entering the tip during recordings and hold the wire in place. Multiple layers of 

clear nail polish were added to the wire and pipette tip for insulation. The insulation 

was tested using a NI 77 multimeter (NIEAF/Mors Smitt B.V. Utrecht, The 

Netherlands) showing that the resistance of the insulation was higher than the 

Multimeter could measure. The wire end was then cut under a stereomicroscope (Leica 

microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Hesse, Germany) with a scalpel blade 22 to obtain a 

small uninsulated end of wire. The silver wire was chlorided for more than 24 hours in 

bleach afterwards but the platinum wire did not require chloriding. Figure 2.2 

schematically shows a conventional microelectrode and a wire microelectrode. 
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Figure 2.2: Micropipette electrodes. A: a glass micropipette electrode schematic. The electrode tip 

(a) used for recording is a 2.5-10 μm diamater opening. Inside the pipette is a solution of 2M NaCl (b) 

which conducts the electric potential to a Ag-AgCl wire (c) inside the glass pipette. The wire is connected 

through a gold connector (d) to a Multiclamp 700B headstage amplifier (e) which amplifies the signal (f) 

for recording. The glass micropipette (g) provides both mechanical stability and electrical insulation. B: a 

wire tip electrode setup with an Ag-AgCl or platinum wire. Unlike in A, the wire protrudes through the 

opening of the micropipette (h). A layer of nail polish (i) electrically insulates the wire apart from a small 

portion at the tip. To further insulate the tip, provide stability and prevent flow of solution into the 

micropipette, the tip is filled with cyanoacrylate glue (j).   

2.2.4 Carbon-paste micropipette fabrication 

Carbon paste electrodes have been used as biosensors (Navratil et al., 2016; Reyes, 

Posada-Quintero, Bales, & Chon, 2014; Thap et al., 2016). Cheap graphite for use in 

carbon paste electrodes can be obtained from pencil lead from multiple manufacturers 

(Bond et al., 1997; Navratil et al., 2016). Carbon powder was prepared using 100 mg 

of HB lead (Pentel, Tokyo, Japan) which was ground up using a mortar and pestle. Then 

50 mg of the carbon powder was mixed with 25 l of mineral oil to make a thick carbon 

paste. A glass micropipette was prepared from borosilicate glass with an opening 

diameter of 20 μm using methods described above. The tip was filled with the carbon 

paste. A 150 μm platinum wire was immersed in the carbon paste and connected to a 

micropipette holder. The tip was examined using a microscope to insure that no air 

bubbles or water limited the contact of the wire with the paste and the paste with the 

micropipette tip. 

2.2.5 Wire electrode microwell preparation 

Wells with wire electrodes were prepared from NUNC MicroWell flat bottom 96 well 

plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The diameter of the well is 6.1 

mm at the bottom and 7.0 mm at the top. Two small holes through the bottom of a well 

were created using a glowing hot steel wire. Two recording electrodes made from 150 

μm platinum wire or 250 μm Ag-AgCl wire were positioned approximately 6 mm apart 

at the bottom of the well, placed through the holes. Cyanoacrylate glue (3M) and 

Parafilm (Bemis NA, Neenah, WI, USA) was used to seal the holes in the wells. The 

electrode wires were then soldered to gold connectors and connected to a Grass 15A54 

amplifier. Figure 2.5F shows a picture of a well with electrodes at the bottom. 
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2.3 Noise measurements 

2.3.1 Amplifier noise measurements 

The differential inputs of the Grass 15A54 amplifier and headstages of the Multiclamp 

700B amplifiers were short circuited with wires. The amplifier outputs were connected 

to a Power1401-3A ADC and signals digitized at 20 kHz. Multiple amplifier gains and 

filter settings were tested, and the signals recorded using Spike2 or Signal software. 

Equivalent input noise was calculated from amplifier gains. Grass 15A54 test pulses of 

known amplitudes were used to confirm correct input noise calculations. RMS input 

noise levels and noise spectral densities were calculated from collected data using 

Matlab as described below. 

2.3.2 Electrode impedance measurements 

Impedance of the electrodes was measured using the Multiclamp 700B system which 

enables current injection through an electrode connected to a headstage. Measurements 

were performed in E3. The distance between the ground electrode and test electrode 

was about 1 mm, measured using a calibrated Nikon DS-L2 camera system (Nikon, 

Tokyo, Japan) attached to the microscope and associated software. A square wave 

current signal of known amplitude was injected through the electrodes and the voltage 

between the electrodes under test measured using oscilloscope cursors. The test 

frequencies used were 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 60, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 Hz. The impedance 

at different frequencies was calculated using Ohm’s law (Equation 2). 

 

𝑅 = 𝑉/𝐼 

Equation 2 

 

Where R is resistance in MΩ, V the measured voltage in mV and I the current in nA. 

2.3.3 Electrode noise measurements 

Electrode noise measurements were performed using the Multiclamp 700B amplifier 

with the active electrode and ground electrode in the same solution about 1 mm apart, 

calibrated in the same way as during impedance measurements. Data was digitized at 

20 kHz and recorded using Signal software (CED). RMS input noise and noise spectral 

densities were computed using Matlab as described below. 

2.4 Conductivity and distance measurements 
A HPG1 battery powered signal generator (Velleman, Inc. Fort Worth. TX. USA) was 

used in all cases to create sine wave of a specific frequency and RMS voltage amplitude 

during conductivity and distance measurements. All experiments were performed at 

room temperature (approximately 20 °C). 

2.4.1 Conductivity measurements of E3 and system water 

First, a platform was lasercut from acrylic and glued together (Figure 2.3A), which held 

four 1 mm diameter steel electrodes in place in a petri dish. The petri dish was filled 

with system water or E3 media. System water is the tap water used in the zebrafish 

aquarium in Reykjavík University and E3 media is a common salt solution used to grow 

zebrafish. The platform enabled the adjustment of electrode positions using screws. The  
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distance between electrodes was measured in mm using graded calipers. 

Conductivity of the E3 medium and system water solutions was measured using 

this platform with the setup shown in Figure 2.3B. A signal generator, producing a 3 

Hz sine wave, was connected to steel electrodes submerged in the solution under test. 

A small 99 Ω resistor was connected in serial with one of the electrodes. The electric 

potential over the electrodes and resistor was monitored using two oscilloscope 

channels (Tektronix). The distance between the electrodes was then varied from 10-50 

mm while potential measurements were recorded. The electrode dimensions and 

submerged depth were measured. The current through the electrodes (𝐼) was calculated 

from the measured voltage over the 99 Ω serial resistor. The resistance (𝑅) at each 

distance was then calculated from the voltage measured between the electrodes (𝑉𝑒) and 

current through the electrodes (𝐼). Equation 3 describes the relationship between the 

length between conductors (𝑙), area of the conductors (𝐴), resistance between 

conductors (𝑅) and resistivity (𝜌). Conductivity (𝜎) is then simply calculated as the 

inverse of resistivity. 

 

𝜌 = 𝑅
𝐴

𝑙
⇔ 𝑅 =

𝜌

𝐴
𝑙 ⇔ 𝑅 =

1

𝜎𝐴
𝑙 

Equation 3 

The calculated resistance at each distance was plotted and linear least squares regression 

used to find the best fit line through the datapoints. The slope of the best fit line then 

represents the resistivity divided by the area of the electrodes according to Equation 3. 

The area of the electrodes was estimated as a rectangle with one side as the diameter of 

the wires and the other as the length of wire submerged in solution.  

2.4.2 Measurements of signal dampening in solution 

The effect of the solution medium and electrodes on signal amplitude was evaluated 

using a HPG1 battery powered signal generator to transmit a sine wave signal from 

source electrodes to recording electrodes submerged in the same solution. Three 

different setups were tested.  

The first setup is shown in Figure 2.4, where steel electrodes were used with the 

platform shown in Figure 2.3A. A constant amplitude 3 Hz sine wave signal was 

produced by generator. The signal amplitude received by the two recording electrodes 

was measured with an oscilloscope using oscilloscope cursors while the distance from 

the source to recording electrodes (d2) and also the distance between the recording 

electrodes (d1) was varied. During measurements, the oscilloscope was disconnected 

from the battery powered signal generator so that the signal would not be transmitted 

through a common ground connection in the oscilloscope. The distance between points 

was measured using calipers in mm. 

The first setup did not closely resemble the expected arrangement in a 

measurement device for zebrafish. Another system was, therefore, created using a 

NUNC MicroWell flat bottomed 96 well plate with wire electrodes as described in 2.2.5 

and shown in Figure 2.5A and B. The source electrodes used were 250 μm Ag-AgCl 

electrodes with an interelectrode distance of 4 mm attached to a mobile arm made of 

plastic. A 4 mm distance was chosen since that is the average length of a 5 dpf zebrafish. 

The source electrodes were suspended in solution at the top of the well and the distance 

to the recording electrodes at the bottom was adjusted using a NMN-25 

micromanipulator (Narishige). The HPG1 battery powered signal generator gave a 3 
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Hz sine wave signal and was connected to the source electrodes through a voltage 

divider to attenuate the signal to around 200 μV peak-to-peak. A Grass 15A54 amplifier 

was connected to the recording electrodes through soldered gold connectors and the 

output of the amplifier visualized using an oscilloscope. The amplifier filtering was set 

at at 0.1-30 Hz bandwidth with the 50 Hz Notch filter active and gains ranging from 

20000-100000x. The entire apparatus was housed in a grounded Faraday cage made by 

completely covering a cardboard box with aluminum foil and positioned on a grounded 

steel plate. The aluminum casing and ground connection was tested to ensure a low 

resistance connection using a NI 77 multimeter. During measurements the distance 

between the source and recording electrodes was adjusted while the signal amplitude 

was registered using an oscilloscope. The input signal voltage of the amplifier was 

calculated from the measured voltages and gain settings. 

In order to measure signal dampening at smaller distances than 1 mm, a third 

setup was used (Figure 2.6). Two source AgCl or platinum wire electrodes were 

embedded in a small approximately 2x4x5 mm agarose block (agarose type VII, Sigma-

Aldrich) with interelectrode distance less than 2 mm. The block was glued using 

cyanoacrylate (3M) to the bottom of a petri dish which was filled with solution. The 

reference electrode was positioned 2-3 cm away on a line perpendicular from the plane 

of the source electrodes. The active recording electrode was an insulated wire electrode 

(as described above) made from AgCl or platinum wire and was positioned in a 

micromanipulator (MHW-3, Narishige) controlled headstage of a Multiclamp 700B 

amplifier. Recording and source electrodes were visualized using an upright 

microscope (Nikon) and the distance from source to recording electrodes measured 

using a calibrated camera system or if distances exceeded 1.5 mm using calibrated 

adjustment knobs on the microscope platform (graded at 0.5 mm intervals). 

 

 

2.5 Zebrafish culture and handling 
All fish were obtained from the research facility at RU NEUROLAB, Reykjavík 

Iceland. The original stock fish of the AB strain were obtained from the University of 

Oregon Zebrafish International Resource Center. Fish were kept at 28.5 °C in 3 or 10 

L constant flow system tanks (Aquatic Habitats, Apopka, FL, USA) on a 14:10 

light:dark cycle (lights on at 07:00 am). Water was replaced at 10% per day and fish 

were fed twice a day from 5 dpf with TetraMin flakes (Tetra Holding GmbH, Melle, 

Germany). After experiments, zebrafish larva were euthanized with 0.5% tricaine in E3 

followed by rapid freezing. All experiments were performed in compliance with the 

National Bioethics Committee of Iceland. 
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Figure 2.3: A platform for conductivity and distance measurements.  A: an image of the 

platform. Two steel electrodes were connected to a signal generator on the right and two to an oscilloscope 

on the left using alligator clips. B: a schematic showing the conductivity measurement setup. Two 

electrodes (c, in gray color) were suspended in solution in a 55 mm diameter petri dish (large circle). The 

electrodes were connected to a signal generator (a) in series with a 99 Ω resistor (b). An oscilloscope was 

used to measure potentials over the electrodes and the resistor (arrows). The distance between the 

electrodes (d) was varied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.4: The first setup to measure signal dampening in solution.  Four steel electrodes 

are in a 55 mm diameter petri dish filled with solution. A battery powered signal generator (a) is connected 

to two source electrodes (b) and an oscilloscope (osc) to measure the output of the signal generator. Two 

receiving electrodes (c) are then connected to an oscilloscope to observe the signal after transmission 

through the solution. During measurements, the oscilloscope was disconnected from the source electrodes. 

The distance between the source and receiving electrodes (d2) and the recording inter-electrode distance 

(d1) was varied as measurements were taken. 
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Figure 2.5: Second setup to measure signal dampening in a microwell system.  A, a 

schematic of the setup where a battery powered signal generator (a) was connected to two AgCl 

electrodes (b) fastened on a mobile arm (c). The distance (d) of the arm to two recording electrodes (e) 

was adjustable using a micromanipulator. The recording electrodes (e) were connected to a Grass 15A54 

amplifier (f) and the amplifier output to an oscilloscope (osc). The apparatus was housed in a grounded 

Faraday cage made from aluminum foil. B, a close up image of the arm and electrodes at the bottom of a 

well filled with solution. The well diameter at the bottom is 6.1 mm. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.6: Third setup to measure signal dampening at a microscopic scale.  A battery 

powered signal generator (a) was connected to two Ag-AgCl or platinum wire source electrodes (b). The 

signal was recorded with a Ag-AgCl or platinum electrode (c) with the distance (d) between the source 

and recording electrodes varied during measurements. A reference electrode of the same type as recording 

electrode (e) was positioned a large distance away from the recording electrode. The recording and 

reference electrodes were connected to the headstage of a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (f) and the signal 

visualized on an oscilloscope (osc) and also connected through an analog-digital converter to a computer 

(not shown). 
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2.6 Electrophysiological measurements 

2.6.1 Solutions and media 

E3 media, which contains 5.0 mM NaCl, 0.17 mM KCl, 0.33 mM CaCl and 0.33 mM 

MgSO4, was used for electrophysiological measurements. Low gelling point agarose 

was prepared by diluting 200 mg of low gelling point (LMP) agarose type VII-A 

(Sigma-Aldrich) in 10 mL of E3 media yielding a 2% agarose solution. For 

measurements performed in distilled water, 2% agarose was dissolved in distilled water 

only. The solution was heated in a microwave until it became clear and the agarose was 

fully dissolved. A 50 mg/ml stock solution of D-tubocurare (Sigma-Aldrich) in distilled 

water was created and stored at 4°C. The stock solution was added to E3 media to obtain 

a working solution of 2 mM D-tubocurarine at the beginning of measurement each day. 

A 5% tricaine (Sigma-Aldrich) stock solution in E3 was created and stored for up to a 

week at 4°C and diluted to 0.02% or 0.5% before use. Diluted solutions of D-

tubocurarine and tricaine were used immediately and not stored longer than for 1 day. 

Drug stock solutions of 152 mM, 157 mM and 211 mM were created for propranolol, 

noradrenaline and atropine, respectively (all from Sigma-Aldrich). Atropine was 

dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma-Aldrich) due to poor water solubility 

but other drug stocks were diluted in E3.  

2.6.2 Sample preparation 

Zebrafish larva of 3-7 dpf age were paralyzed using 2 mM D-tubocurarine (Sigma-

Aldrich) and 0.02% tricaine (Sigma-Aldrich) treatment for 10 minutes. After early 

measurements, it became apparent that the paralysis induced by D-tubocurarine was 

diminished if applied at the same time in solution with 0.02% tricaine and therefore the 

fish were first paralyzed with 2 mM D-tubocurarine for 10 minutes before tricaine 

treatment (see 5.1 in appendices). After paralysis, the fish were transferred to a 

specialized recording chamber containing 2% LMP agarose in E3 for stabilization. The 

sample was positioned using a glass micropipette in the ventral or lateral position where 

cardiac pulsations could be clearly visualized using a stereomicroscope (Leica). Figure 

2.7 shows a zebrafish larva in a typical recording well. After the agarose had gelled at 

room temperature, the recording chamber was filled with E3 media and positioned in a 

recording setup.  

 

 
Figure 2.7: Zebrafish in a recording well.  A zebrafish embedded in agarose is seen at the 

middle of the well. The image is taken through a stereomicroscope. The length of the zebrafish is 

approximately 4 mm. 
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2.6.3 Electrocardiographic measurements 

The recording chamber and sample were placed in an upright microscope (Nikon 

Eclipse FN1) for visualization. A microelectrode fabricated as described above was 

connected to a CV-7B headstage (Molecular Devices) amplifier mounted on a MHW-

3 micromanipulator (Narishige) to enable accurate placement of electrodes. The entire 

apparatus was hosted in a grounded Faraday cage on an air table (CleanBench Faraday 

Cage, TMC, Peabody, MA, USA). The heart and pulsations were clearly visible in the 

microscope and enabled accurate placement of the electrodes relative to the heart. A 

camera connected to the microscope was used to image larva and electrode postions. 

Calibration of the camera was performed initially using a wire of known diameter so 

that distances could be measured using the camera. A Multiclamp 700B amplifier was 

used to filter and amplify signals. Digitization was performed using a Power 1401 ADC. 

Different filtering and gain settings were used depending on the recordings being 

performed. Signals were observed on an oscilloscope during recording as well as 

recorded with Spike2 or Signal software. 

2.6.4 Wire tip electrode and uninsulated wire electrode testing 

Testing of wire tip electrodes, uninsulated wire and carbon paste electrodes was 

performed in the same manner as the electrophysiologic measurements described 

above. Instead of using a glass microelectrode, the bare wire, wire tip or carbon paste 

electrodes described above were used. The reference electrode was made out of the 

same material as the electrode under test, except that the carbon-paste electrode was 

used with a Ag-AgCl reference electrode. The electrode was put in direct contact with 

the fish. Initially the agarose surrounding the fish prevented direct contact. This was 

not a problem with glass microelectrodes due to sharp glass tips which easily cut 

through the agarose. To insure contact with the larger electrodes, the agarose was 

carefully removed from the area around the heart using glass micropipettes under a 

stereomicroscope. A large portion of the fish still remained embedded in agarose 

providing stability during measurements.  

2.6.5 ECG measurements of zebrafish at different ages 

ECGs at different ages were measured in multiple zebrafish at 3, 5 or 7 dpf. The fish 

were anesthesized, paralyzed and immobilized in agarose in a petri dish but otherwise 

as described in 2.6.3 above. ECG measurements were performed by touching skin 

above the heart with a glass micropipette electrode, with a tip diameter of 5 μm, until a 

signal was seen. ECG was recorded for 5 minutes or more for each fish. Filtering was 

performed at 0.1-100 Hz and gain ranged from 5000-20000x. 

2.6.6 Drug testing  

Drug testing was performed by adding a small quantity of atropine, noradrenaline or 

propranolol stock solutions to the recording well to achieve a treatment concentration 

of the drug in the E3 media surrounding the zebrafish. The drug effect on the ECG was 

evaluated 30 minutes after drug exposure. Atropine was diluted in DMSO with the 

zebrafish exposed to a final DMSO concentration of 0.8%. All other drugs were diluted 

in E3 media and should have negligable effects on solution conductivity. The following 

drug concentrations were tested on larval zebrafish: Atropine 0.5 mM, 1 mM and 1.5 

mM, propranolol 1 mM and 1.5 mM, and noradrenaline 1 mM and 2 mM. 
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2.6.7 ECG measurements of zebrafish at different electrode locations 

Different positions around the heart of 5 dpf zebrafish were measured using glass 

micropipette electrodes. Positions were visualized in a microscope and recorded using 

a camera. Positioning was performed under visual guidance and care taken not to 

puncture the skin. The signal was observed on an oscilloscope and in Spike2 software 

during positioning. ECG was recorded at each position for 5 minutes or more using 

Signal software. Signals were filtered 0.1-100 Hz and amplified 100000x. The pipette 

tip was 2.5-5 μm in diameter. 

2.6.8 ECG measurements of zebrafish with different sizes of 

micropipette electrodes 

Glass micropipette electrodes were prepared as described previously with a small tip 

diameter of 2.5 μm and a larger tip diameter of 50 μm. All tips were flame polished and 

placed in contact with the zebrafish skin around the heart. Different locations within 

the same area were tested and the best signal used. The electrodes were filled with E3 

media but otherwise prepared and used in the same way as other glass microelectrodes. 

Using the larger tip electrode, small suction through the headstage was applied to 

increase the seal between the zebrafish and electrode. 

2.7 Microwell testing 
Microwells with platinum and silver wires in the bottom were tested using zebrafish. 

Larval zebrafish 8 dpf were paralyzed and anesthesized as for electrophysiology and 

placed in the bottom of the wells in contact with electrodes. Wells were filled with E3 

media or system water. Signals were amplified with the Grass 15A54 amplifier, filtered 

0.1-100 or 0.1-30 Hz, with a 50 Hz Notch filter. Signals were digitized with the Power 

1401 ADC and recorded using Signal software. An empty well was compared to a well 

containing zebrafish. 

2.7.1 Gold well testing 

Culture wells (8W2LE PET, Applied BioPhysics, NY, USA) with rectangular shaped 

gold electrodes in the bottom, 667μm x 150 μm in dimension, were tested using the 

Multiclamp 700B amplifier. The electrodes were connected to the headstage of the 

amplifier using gold connectors and small steel alligator clips. Measurements were 

performed using E3 and system water. Electrode impedance was measured. Zebrafish 

measurements were performed by placing paralyzed zebrafish in contact with one of 

the microelectrodes at the bottom of the well in the ventral or lateral position (Figure 

2.8). Different filtering and gain settings on the amplifier were tested. The signal from 

a well holding a fish was compared to an empty well containing the same solution 

medium only. 
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Figure 2.8: Zebrafish in a gold electrode well.  A paralyzed larval zebrafish is positioned in the 

lateral position on a gold electrode inside a well filled with E3 media. 

2.8 Data processing 
All data processing was performed using Spike2 (CED) or Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, 

MA, USA) software. When required, the data was scaled based on the gain of the 

amplifier to represent input voltage. Signal software (CED), when used to record with 

the Multiclamp 700B amplifier, scales the data automatically. Correct scaling was 

verified with a test pulse. A Spike2 script (see 5.3.1 BatchMatlab.s2s) was created to 

perform batch import from Signal into Spike2 and exporting data to Matlab for analysis.  

2.8.1 Digital filtering and preprocessing 

All signals underwent the same preprocessing when processed in Matlab unless 

otherwise stated. First, a large DC offset voltage was removed by subtracting the mean 

of the signal. Next, the signal was filtered with an infinite impulse response (IIR), 2-

pole, 0.5 Hz Butterworth high pass (HP) filter and a 50 Hz IIR Notch filter (Q=50). 

Butterworth filtering was generally preferred before analysing spectrograms, otherwise 

Bessel filtering was used. 

Signal preprocessing in Spike2 was performed in a similar manner using a 0.5 

Hz IIR 2-pole Butterworth or Bessel HP filter and 50 Hz IIR Notch filter. However, in 

order to use these capabilities of Spike2, the signal had to be downsampled from 20 

kHz to 1 kHz. Downsampling was performed after filtering the signal with a IIR 6-pole 

low pass (LP) Butterworth or Bessel filter at 100 Hz to ensure that no aliasing occurred 

during downsampling. 

Band pass filtering, when performed, was done with finite impulse response 

(FIR) filter created with the Parks-McClellan algorithm in Matlab. Ripples in the 

passband were examined and only used if very low and the stopband was at more than 

-90 dB. Zero-phase filtering was then performed on the signal. The FIR filter design is 

shown in 5.2.3 in the appendices. 

2.8.2 Noise analysis 

A histogram of the signal values was computed to visually check for a Gaussian shape 

of the noise. RMS voltage was calculated using the standard deviation function in 

Matlab which applies Equation 1. The RMS noise values were compared before and 

after digital preprocessing. 

The noise spectral density was computed using Welch’s method. The pwelch 

power spectrum and power spectral density (PSD) estimate function in Matlab was used 

with a Hanning window and an averaging factor of 16. The area under the PSD estimate 

was also integrated numerically to obtain noise values per √Hz and compared to RMS 

values during processing. An example of PSD estimation with and without averaging 

is shown in Figure 2.9.  
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2.8.3 ECG data 

ECG data was digitally preprocessed in Matlab or Spike2. The RMS voltage of the 

signal was computed for comparison with noise levels using Equation 1. A spectral 

density estimate of the signal was computed using Welch’s method.  

Signal characterization and signal averaging was performed in Spike2 using a 

custom made script (5.3.2 ProcessPeaks.s2s). To identify peaks occurring with each 

cardiac cycle the signal was LP filtered down to 10 Hz using a 4-pole Bessel filter and 

HP filtered with a 0.5 Hz 2-pole Bessel filter. Peak-finding, which detects an increase 

in signal magnitude of a definite level, was used to identify peaks. Peak threshold levels 

were adjusted dependent on the amplitude in each signal. Peak identification was 

visually confirmed (Figure 2.10). Heart rate averages were computed by counting 

spikes in 1-5 minute intervals and reported as beats per minute (bpm). Signal averaging 

around each peak was performed on the raw unprocessed signal to compute an average 

waveform (Figure 2.11). The time interval between three peaks was used for averaging.  

From the average waveform, a peak amplitude and duration was computed. When 

more than one peak was clearly visible in the average, the largest one was measured 

since it was assumed to be caused by ventricular depolarization. 

 

 
Figure 2.9: Power spectral density (PSD) estimation using pwelch in Matlab with and 

without averaging.  The data used is an ECG from a 5 dpf zebrafish. A: the PSD is shown without 

averaging. B: an averaging factor of 16 was used to decrease noise and ease the visual discrimination of 

peaks. C: only the 0.5-100 Hz interval of the middle PSD is shown. 

 

 
Figure 2.10: Waveform processing example.  A: the waveform is filtered 1-10 Hz to detect 

peaks. B: each detected peak is marked with a vertical line. C: the original trace before filtering, showing 

that peak detection is correct.  
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Figure 2.11: Example average ECG waveform.  Averaged waveform from the trace in Figure 

2.10. Multiple components of the ECG are visible, representing a P, R and T wave.  

2.8.4 Statistical comparisons 

The average rate, peak amplitude and duration was computed for each fish before and 

after drug application. The average, standard deviation and standard error was 

calculated for all sample values at different time points, before and after drug 

application. Significance testing for differences at 3, 5 and 7 dpf was compared using 

an unpaired Student’s t-test. Drug effects were compared using a paired Student’s t-

test. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05. Results are reported as means ± standard 

error with t and p values if statistical testing was performed. The number of fish is 

represented with N. Data was analyzed and plotted using Matlab and Microsoft Excel 

365 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA).  
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Chapter 3 Results 

3.1 Amplifier and electrode noise levels 

Initial testing using Ag-AgCl wire electrodes failed to obtain signals from 5-8 dpf 

zebrafish. The failure of this method could be caused by either excessive noise or lack 

of signal pickup by the electrodes. The noise level of different electrode setups and 

amplifiers was therefore measured.  

3.1.1 Amplifier noise measurements 

The noise level of the Grass 15A54 and Multiclamp 700B amplifiers was tested by 

shorting the input of the amplifiers with short wires. Different filtering schemes and 

gain settings on the amplifiers were tested and compared. Low-frequency noise as well 

as 50 Hz interference was seen when both amplifiers were tested. Grounding the 

equipment and housing the inputs in a Faraday cage decreased electrical interference 

but did not eliminate it completely. Amplifier gain had a clear effect on the input noise 

of the Grass amplifier but not the Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Figure 3.1A). Example 

noise levels for the amplifiers at DC-100 Hz are shown in Table 2. After these 

differences in closed loop noise levels between the Grass 15A54 and Multiclamp 700B 

amplifiers became apparent, measurements were performed with the Multiclamp 700B 

amplifier system only. Digital post-processing of the signal using a 50 Hz Notch filter 

and 0.5 Hz 2-pole Butterworth filter decreased the interference and noise markedly 

from 1.36 μVrms to 0.81 μVrms at DC-100 Hz bandwidth (Figure 3.1B). 

Low-pass filtering the signal at the amplifier decreased noise as expected. The 

RMS noise level did not decrease to a large extent when filtering below 100 Hz (Figure 

3.2). Low-pass filtered noise filtered at 100 Hz measured 1.36 μV and decreased down 

to 0.81 μV with additional digital post-processing. 

 

 
    

 
Figure 3.1: The effects of amplifier gain and digital filtering on the signal.  A: the effects 

of amplifier gain on RMS voltage noise levels (0.1-100 Hz filtering) is shown. The Grass 15A54 amplifier 

has different noise levels dependent on gain and higher noise levels than the Multiclamp 700B amplifier. 

B: the effect of additional digital filtering on the RMS voltage of noise from the Multiclamp 700B 

amplifier. During acquisition, the signal was low pass filtered at 100 Hz or 10 kHz, shown with white or 

gray bars, respectively. Notch filtering at 50 Hz and 0.5 Hz 2-pole Butterworth filters decreased noise.  
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Table 2: Input noise of the Multiclamp 700B amplifier and the Grass 15A54 amplifier.  
Different in-amplifier filters were tested. Unprocessed and digitally filtered signals with a 0.5 Hz 2-pole 

Butterworth filter and 50 Hz Notch filter are shown. Different gain had an effect on the input noise of the 

Grass 15A54 amplifier noise and two different gain settings are, therefore, shown in the table. 

Amplifier Filtering No digital filtering 

(𝛍𝐕rms) 

Digital filtering 

(𝛍𝐕rms) 

Multiclamp 700B, headstage 1 DC-100 Hz 1.45  0.95  

Multiclamp 700B, headstage 1 0.1-100 Hz 1.95  0.95  

Multiclamp 700B, headstage 2 DC-100 Hz 1.36  0.81 

Multiclamp 700B, headstage 2 0.1-100 Hz 1.20  0.77  

Grass 15A54 at 200.000x gain 0.1-100 Hz 2.56  2.36 

Grass 15A54 at 500x gain 0.1-100Hz 63.5 48.3 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Low pass filtered closed loop amplifier noise.  Low pass filtering decreases the 

noise, especially when filtering below 600 Hz. Additional digital filtering with 0.5 Hz 2-pole Butterworth 

high pass filter and 50 Hz Notch filter further decreased the noise. 

Spectrograms of the noise from both amplifiers at 0.1-1 kHz are shown in Figure 3.3. 

High frequency peaks were seen in the spectrograms from both amplifiers but more 

peaks were seen from the Grass 15A54 amplifier setup. The Multiclamp 700B amplifier 

was used with a better Faraday cage which likely explains better shielding against 

electrical interference. The internal low pass filter of the Grass amplifier seemed to be 

ineffective when the Grass amplifier was operated at low gain settings which could 

explain the different input noise levels observed at different gains (example shown in 

Supplementary Figure  1). 
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Figure 3.3: Spectrograms of closed loop input noise from the Grass 15A54 and 

Multiclamp 700B amplifiers.  A: a large number of peaks at frequencies higher than 100 Hz are seen 

in the noise from the Grass 15A54. At 50 Hz a large artifact is also seen, likely caused by the internal 

Notch filter of the amplifier. B: peaks at 50 Hz and frequencies higher than 100 Hz are seen in the noise 

from the Multiclamp 700B. At lower frequencies the noise from the Grass 15A54 seems slightly greater 

even though the Multiclamp 700B was operated at DC-1000 Hz filtering while the Grass was set at 0.1-

1000 Hz.  

3.1.2 Electrode impedance measurements 

Electrode characteristics such as impedance have an effect on noise and can have 

filtering effects on the signal being recorded. Electrode impedance was, therefore, 

measured at different frequencies of interest using a square wave signal. Table 3 shows 

the impedance at 2 and 1000 Hz as well as the approximate area of the electrode. 

Impedance was comparable at high frequencies but differed greatly at lower frequencies 

(Table 3 and Figure 3.4). The carbon paste electrode had the highest impedance at all 

frequencies, 7 GΩ at 2 Hz, making it unusable for further testing. The Ag-AgCl 

electrodes had the lowest impedance at all frequencies tested. The impedance of the 

Ag-AgCl and platinum electrodes was higher when the area of the electrode was 

decreased with insulation (Ag-AgCl and platinum tip electrodes).  

 

Table 3: Electrode impedance and estimated electrode area.  The impedance was measured 

at different frequencies using a square wave with a fundamental frequency from 2-1000 Hz. The extremes 

are shown in the table. The area of each electrode was calculated based on the surface of the electrode 

exposed to the E3 solution. * missing measurement. 

Electrode type 

Impedance  
at 2 Hz 
(MΩ) 

Impedance  
at 1 kHz 
(MΩ) 

Area 
 (mm2) 

Gold 6.28 1.7 0.10 

Carbon paste 7000 200 3.14 x 10-4  

Ag-AgCl tip 0.35 0.14 0.222 

Bare Ag-AgCl wire 0.21 0.13 4.93 

Platinum tip 0.83 0.14 0.0177 

Bare Platinum wire 0.42 0.14 4.73 

Micropipette (2-5 um) 0.87 0.46 4.91 x 10-6 

Micropipette (5 um) 0.53 * 1.96x10-5 
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Figure 3.4: Electrode impedance of different electrode types.  The bare wire Ag-AgCl 

electrode has the lowest impedance at all frequencies while the gold electrodes have the highest impedance 

shown. The carbon electrode had a very high impedance at all frequencies and is therefore not shown in 

the graph. Not all electrode types are shown. The scale is logarithmic on both axes. Ag-AgCl tip, silver-

silver chloride tip electrode; Platinum tip electrode; Micropipette, 2-5 μm glass micropipette electrode; 

Gold, gold well electrodes.   

3.1.3 Electrode noise levels 

The noise level of different electrodes in E3 solution was measured using the 

Multiclamp 700B amplifier with different filtering. Figure 3.5 shows the input noise 

level at 1-100 Hz filtering on the amplifier and at a maximum gain of 200000x. 

Additional digital filtering of the noise with a 0.5 Hz high pass and 50 Hz Notch filter 

improved noise levels markedly. After filtering, the noise levels were around 1 μVrms 

for Ag-AgCl tip, platinum tip, gold well, and micropipette electrodes. Two different 

reference electrodes were used with the Ag-AgCl based electrodes, a chloride silver 

wire and a sintered silver chloride disc reference. The noise level when using the 

sintered silver chloride disc was lower at 1.8 μVrms compared to 2.8 μV for the wire 

electrode. The area of the disc is much larger than that of the wire reference electrode 

which partly explains the lower noise levels. 

The PSD of the noise, recorded with a low pass filter at 10 kHz and filtered at 

0.1-100 Hz, is shown in Figure 3.6. Both bare and Ag-AgCl tip electrodes were 

measured with the bare wire electrode having lower noise levels, likely caused by the 

greater surface area of the electrode in contact with the solution. The platinum tip 

electrode had much higher noise at lower frequencies, when no high pass filtering was 

performed on the signal, making it unusable for DC recordings. High-pass filtering at 

0.1 Hz during acquisition on the amplifier decreased the noise at lower frequencies so 

that the platinum tip electrode had slightly lower noise levels than the Ag-AgCl tip 

electrode around 1 Hz.  

The carbon-paste electrode had excessive noise at 365 μVrms. The noise spectrum 

of the carbon-paste electrode revealed higher noise at all frequencies, especially 

between 10-20 Hz (Supplementary Figure  2). Due to noise and high impedance the 

carbon-paste electrode was not tested further.  
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Figure 3.5: Input noise levels in µVrms at 1-100 Hz for different electrode types and the 

closed loop input noise of the Multiclamp 700B amplifier.  The noise levels are shown as 

measured (gray) and after additional digital post-processing with a 0.5 Hz high-pass and 50 Hz notch filter 

(white). All measurements were done with 200.000x gain. Amplifier, Multiclamp 700B; Ag-AgCl, silver 

silver-chloride tip electrode; Gold, gold well electrodes; Micropipette, conventional glass micropipette 

electrode 2.5 μm; Platinum, platinum tip electrode. 

 

 
Figure 3.6: Noise power spectral density (PSD) plots from different electrodes and the 

amplifier.  A: the PSD was calculated from noise recordings which were low pass filtered at 10 kHz 

during recording on the amplifier. The platinum tip electrode has a high degree of noise at DC - low 

frequencies. The bare Ag-AgCl wire has less noise than the Ag-AgCl tip electrode. B: the noise was filtered 

0.1-100 Hz during recording to remove DC potentials and high frequency interference. Much lower noise 

densities are seen for all electrodes, especially striking is the lower level of noise from the insulated 

platinum tip electrode. No digital signal filtering was performed on the noise in A and B. Amplifier, The 

Multiclamp 700B amplifier; Ag-AgCl tip, the silver-silver chloride tip electrode; Micropipette, a 

conventional glass micropipette electrode; Platinum tip, platinum tip electrode; Ag-AgCl bare, a bare 

silver-silver chloride wire electrode. 

3.2 Larval zebrafish signal characterization 

Initially a glass micropipette method similar to the one used by other groups (Dhillon 

et al., 2013; Forouhar et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2016) was applied to obtain an ECG signal 

from larval zebrafish. This method enabled the characterization of the larval zebrafish 

ECG, to test electrode positioning, drug effects and as a comparison to other electrode 

types. 
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3.2.1 Amplifier filtering influences zebrafish electrocardiograms 

ECGs were obtained from zebrafish aged 3-8 dpf using a glass micropipette with 

different filtering settings during recording. No digital post-processing was performed 

on these signals. Waveforms from the same recording are shown with different in-

amplifier filtering in Figure 3.7. Power spectral density (PSD) was also calculated for 

each recording (Figure 3.9). The PSD of a signal filtered 0.1-1000 Hz is shown in Figure 

3.8, with the first visible peak at 2.67 Hz, which fits with the visually counted zebrafish 

heart rate at 160 bpm. Peaks were also seen at 5.34 Hz, 8.01 Hz and 13.3 Hz which 

likely represent the ECG signal components. Sharp peaks at 50 Hz and higher than 100 

Hz were associated with electrical interference. Peaks were seen at 100 Hz, 150 Hz, 

which are multiples of the 50 Hz AC powerline frequency and associated with a 

refrigerator and an electric fluid pump. The peaks at 274, 549 and 823 Hz were 

associated with an LCD monitor close to the recording equipment. The PSD of 

recordings with different in-amplifier filtering is shown in Figure 3.9. The PSD 

obtained when not in contact with a zebrafish shows peaks at 50, 274, 549 and 823 Hz 

associated with electrical interference but no other peaks. From these results, we 

decided that suitable low pass filtering during zebrafish ECG recordings would be 100 

Hz with 0.1-1 Hz high pass filtering to eliminate DC baseline wander. Filtering the 

signal at 0.1-100 or 1-100 Hz was therefore performed during subsequent larval 

zebrafish ECG recordings.  

The peak-to-peak amplitude of ECG signals from 3-7 dpf larval zebrafish filtered 

0.1-100 Hz was 102 μV ± 2 μm and ranged from 9 to 510 μm (N=25). Electrode 

positioning was not the same in each measurement although always in contact with the 

skin above the beating heart. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.7: Larval zebrafish electrocardiogram traces with different filtering.  The 

waveforms were all recorded with the same glass micropipette electrode, from the same fish, during the 

same recording session. Different signal filtering was performed with a 4-pole Bessel low pass filter and 

1-pole Bessel high pass filter with the filter range shown in the box on the right. 
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Figure 3.8: Power spectral density peaks from an ECG recording.  The power spectral 

density from a signal filtered 0.1-1000 Hz is shown. The peaks are numbered and information about each 

peak is shown in the box on the left as peak location in Hz with the amplitude in parenthesis (μV/√Hz). 

 
Figure 3.9: Larval zebrafish electrocardiogram power spectral density plots with 

different filtering.  The signals and filtering are the same as in Figure 3.8 apart from the bottom right 

plot, labeled „No contact“, where the electrode was not in contact with the fish. The signal was clearly 

seen at frequencies below 100 Hz with electrodes in contact. Sharp spikes caused by electronic interference 

were visible at frequencies higher than 100 Hz in all plots. All spectrograms have the same scaling. 
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3.2.2 The ECG waveform varies based on electrode positioning 

ECG waveform variation during electrode positioning became clear during initial 

measurements. Effects of positioning were evaluated by measuring ECGs at multiple 

different positions around the heart of a 5 dpf zebrafish larva using a glass micropipette 

electrode (Figure 3.10). Different waveform morphology was obtained dependent on 

electrode positioning, having one, two or three components (Figure 3.11 and Figure 

3.12). The RMS voltage of the signals ranged from 2.38 μVrms to 22.65 μVrms with a 

mean of 6.34 μVrms. The peak-to-peak amplitude of waveform averages ranged from 

3.93 μV to 70.43 μV with the mean peak-to-peak voltage 19.09 μV. Point number #11 

in Figure 3.12 was measured far away from the heart but still in contact with the 

zebrafish larva. The distance from point #1 to point #11 measured 760 μm and the peak-

to-peak signal amplitude at point #11 was 16.36 μV compared to 70.43 μV at point #1.  

The heart rate was similar in all measurements. During all measurements, the 

pumping action of the heart was observed on a monitor. Initially the heart rate was 

visually counted and agreed with the ECG measured heart rate. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.10: Overview of surface ECG electrode positions tested.  Zebrafish larva at 5 dpf 

were measured on the side and back with electrode positions marked with a red dot. A: lying on the side 

(lateral position) with a visible glass microelectrode tip in position. B: lying on the back (ventral position). 

Black scale bar, 50 μm. 
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Figure 3.11: Averaged surface electrocardiograms obtained from a 5 dpf larva in the 

lateral position.  Averaged electrocardiograms obtained from the 5 dpf larva in Figure 3.10A are 

shown. The numbered graphs correspond to the numbered red points on the center image. The peak-to-

peak voltage of the average waveform is shown below the graph number in μV. The scale of the graphs is 

different to emphasize the different waveforms obtained. The abscissa is in ms and the ordinate in μV in 

each plot. Black scale bar, 50 μm. 

 

3.2.3 A large electrode tip size decreases the ECG signal amplitude 

The signal and noise level of two micropipette tip sizes, 2.5 μm and 50 μm in tip 

diameter, was determined. Figure 3.13 shows the representative signals, noise levels 

and PSDs obtained.  Different electrode positions were tested and the largest amplitudes 

obtained are reported. Both signal and noise levels were higher for the smaller aperture 

pipette. The noise levels were 7.8 μVrms and 1.7 μVrms for a small and large tip diameter, 

respectively. Impedance at 2 Hz was also higher at 30 MΩ for the small tipped pipette 

compared to 2.5 MΩ for a larger micropipette tip. The higher impedance in these glass  
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Figure 3.12: Averaged surface electrocardiograms obtained from a 5 dpf larva in the 

lateral position.  Averaged electrocardiograms obtained from the 5 dpf larva in Figure 3.10B are shown. 

Point #11 is outside the image. The peak-to-peak voltage of the average waveform is shown below the 

graph number in μV. The scale of the graphs is different to emphasize the different waveforms obtained. 

The abscissa is in ms and the ordinate in μV in each plot. Black scale bar, 50 μm.  

 

 

microelectrodes compared to the ones listed in Table 3 is likely due to the use of E3 

media, which has higher resistivity, instead of 2M NaCl solution to fill the pipettes. E3 

was used since that was the surrounding medium and there is some risk of solution 

leaking out of a 50 μm tip. The signal amplitude obtained with the smaller pipette was 

much higher, 464 μVrms, compared to 2.6 μVrms obtained with a 50 μm diameter tip. 

Adding slight suction to the larger pipette increased the signal magnitude to 3.5 μVrms. 

These numbers give an SNR of 35.4 dB, 3.7 dB and 6.3 dB, respectively. PSDs of the 

signals showed a clear difference with higher signal peaks and noise level with the 

smaller tip diameter. The signal disappeared when measured in the medium at a distance 

of 50 μm from the fish. No clear signal was obtained with the large pipette when 

measured at the swim bladder.  
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Figure 3.13. Signals measured with 2.5 μm and 50 μm tip diameter glass 

microelectrodes. A, D: a large and clear signal was measured with 2.5 μm tip diameter electrode (A) 

compared to a smaller signal from the 50 μm tip diameter electrode when in contact with the fish (D). B, 

E: the noise level of the 2.5 μm tip diameter electrode (B) was much larger than the noise from the 50 

μm tip diameter electrode (E), shown with the same scale. C, F: the PSDs show clear signal peaks when 

in contact with the fish. A lower signal level with fewer signal peaks is seen with a 50 μm tip diameter 

micropipette (F). The signal peaks are not present in the noise. All traces have the same time scale on the 

abscissa, the amplitude scale on the ordinate in μV is the same in B, D, E but 50x larger than in A. The 

PSDs have different scales on the ordinate.  

3.3 Properties of the medium and well system 

The properties of the solution around the zebrafish has an effect on both noise and signal 

pickup. The conductivity of both E3 and system water were measured using a simple 

setup and the effect of electrode distance on signal amplitude was also evaluated using 

three different setups. 

3.3.1 System water has higher resistivity than E3 

The resistance between two steel electrodes submerged in E3 media or system water 

was measured. Figure 3.14 shows the measured values as well as a linear least squares 

best fit. The slope of the best fit line was used to calculate the resistivity of the solutions. 

The resistivity (𝜌) of E3 was 0.66 ± 0.05 Ωm, lower than 4.0 ± 0.2 Ωm measured for 

system water and similar to the resistivity of 0.9% saline which is approximately 0.7 

Ωm (Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015a). The y-intercept of the best fit line was much higher 

in system water. These results give an estimate of the resistivity of the solutions since 

the system and temperature has not been standardized.  
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Figure 3.14: Conductivity in E3 media and system water.  The resistance between electrodes 

in both solutions was calculated at different distances. Calculated values are marked with x and the best 

fit line through the points shown with a black line. The line formula and coefficient of correlation are 

shown in the inset box on each image. The resistance was much higher in system water. R, resistance; d, 

distance; r, correlation coefficient. 

 

3.3.2 The signal amplitude decreases rapidly with distance 

3.3.2.1 Signal amplitude decrease in a large well system 

A large well system was set up to determine the effect of the solution media and distance 

on the signal amplitude. The signal generator was set at a 3 Hz sine wave since that is 

close to the main frequency of the zebrafish ECG. Figure 3.15 shows the measurement 

setup and results from varying the distance from the source to recording electrodes (d2) 

and the interelectrode distance between the recording electrodes (d1). A clear decrease 

in amplitude was seen when the distance between the source and recording electrodes 

was increased (Figure 3.15B). A non-linear least squares fit with a power formula 

showed that the signal amplitude decreased with approximately the inverse square root 

of the distance (d-0.53). After a distance of 2 mm the signal amplitude had decreased to 

55% of the original and at 20 mm it was only 13.4% of the original amplitude. The 

recording interelectrode distance was then increased and a clear increase in amplitude 

was noted (Figure 3.15D). A decrease in amplitude with distance was also noted when 

using a large interelectrode distance, but was more linear and to a smaller degree, where 

the amplitude decreased to 44% of the original after moving 25.5 mm (Figure 3.15C). 

Small source-recording electrode distances could not be tested when the interelectrode 

distance between the recording electrodes was large due to mechanical limitations of 

the testing platform.  
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Figure 3.15: Signal dampening with distance in solution.  A: the measurement setup described 

in more detail in 2.4.2 on page 30. B: the distance d2 from the source to recording electrodes was changed 

with the interelectrode distance between the source (d1) and recording (d3) electrodes at 10 mm. A clear 

decrease in the amplitude recorded at the recording electrodes was seen with approximately the square 

root of the distance (r=0.9811). C: the interelectrode distance d1 between the recording electrodes was set 

at 32 mm, d3 at 10mm and d2 varied. A much larger signal was observed with a linear decrease with 

distance (r=-0.9999). D: the distance d1 between the recording electrodes was varied with d3 at 2 mm and 

d2 at 34 mm. As the interelectrode distance of the recording electrodes was increased the signal increased 

with a linear trend (r=0.9843). Inset, the equation describing the best fit and correlation factor r; osc, 

oscilloscope; d1, d2 and d3, the distances marked in A. 

3.3.2.2 Signal attenuation in a microwell system 

The first system envisioned to measure ECG from a zebrafish consisted of a microwell 

plate with multiple microwells containing electrodes. A more realistic system, 

mimicking this possible ECG recording setup, was created inside a microwell to 

measure signal attenuation (see 2.4.2 on page 30). Wire electrodes were placed at the 

bottom of a microwell with as much spacing as possible (6 mm) since the previous 

measurements (3.3.2 above) showed a larger signal amplitude with a larger recording 

interelectrode distance. After a distance of 3 mm, the input signal magnitude had 

decreased by half, from 47.6 μV to 25.8 μV (Figure 3.16), similar to the decrease noted 

using the previous setup when the recording interelectrode distance was small (Figure 

3.15A).   

3.3.2.3 Signal attenuation at a microscopic scale 

Recording ECGs from larval zebrafish using a micropipette method in a patch clamp 

setup was successful. Therefore, signal attenuation at the microscopic scale was 

evaluated using a similar setup, with the Multiclamp 700B amplifier and both Ag-AgCl 

and platinum tip electrodes. The recordings are monopolar in the sense that a reference 

electrode of the same type as the recording electrode was placed far away, at around 3 

cm, from the signal source and recording electrodes. The signal generator was set at a 

similar output for the Ag-AgCl and platinum electrode recordings, at 216 and 220 
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mVrms respectively. Signals recorded using Ag-AgCl had a higher magnitude. Signal 

attenuation as a proportion of the maximum signal obtained for each electrode was 

similar. The signal magnitude dropped to 50% at 1400 μm when using the Ag-AgCl 

setup and to 48% at 1275 μm using Platinum electrodes (Figure 3.17). A non-linear 

least squares power function was fit to the data from both electrodes, but did not yield 

good fits with all the datapoints included. A better fit to a power function was obtained 

by excluding all datapoints below 1 mm distance, since the source interelectrode 

distance was 1-2 mm. According to the fit, the signal fell in proportion to distance in 

the -1.85th and -1.74th power, for Ag-AgCl and platinum electrodes, respectively. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.16: Signal attenuation in a microwell setup.  The signal amplitude decreased rapidly 

with distance with a linear correlation of r=-0.9337. The amplitude is the calculated input voltage after 

amplification using a Grass 15A54 amplifier. At each distance, at least two measurements were made 

(x), with different gain settings, and a best fit line calculated with the line formula shown in the inset. r, 

correlation factor. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.17: Signal attenuation at a microscopic scale.  A: signal recorded with Ag-AgCl 

electrodes. B: signal recorded with platinum wire electrodes. The RMS signal amplitude was much higher 

using Ag-AgCl electrodes but proportional signal attenuation with distance was similar using both setups. 

A non-linear least squares fit with a power function is shown in the inset. The datapoints below 1 mm were 

discarded for the fit. The signal generator was set at 216 and 220 mVrms in the Ag-AgCl and Platinum 

experiments. 

3.4 Microwell testing 
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3.4.1 Ag-AgCl and platinum wire electrode microwells could not record 

a larval zebrafish ECG signal 

ECG signal acquisition from zebrafish was attempted using the custom built microwells 

with the Grass 15A54 amplifier. Zebrafish at 5-7 dpf were placed in the recording wells, 

one at a time. Amplifier filtering was set at 0.3-30 Hz with the Notch filter enabled. No 

clear signals were observed from zebrafish during multiple tests using both paralyzed 

and moving fish. The noise level was low, 0.79 μVrms at 0.3-30 Hz. An example 

measurement is shown in Figure 3.18. The fish were examined after each experiment 

to confirm a beating heart. A well containing Ag-AgCl electrodes instead of platinum 

electrodes was also tested but no signal was observed.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.18: Representative signals recorded from zebrafish in E3 media using a 

microwell setup with platinum electrodes.  A: a comparison of a well containing a 7 dpf zebrafish 

in E3 and an empty well with E3 media only. No clear signal differences were seen between wells. B: a 

spectral density plot of the signals in A, filtered 0.3-30 Hz. No clear signal is visible between 1 and 10 Hz. 

A large artifact due to the 50 Hz Notch filter is visible and AC line interference at 50 Hz and 100 Hz.  

3.4.2 Commercial gold electrode microwells could not record a larval 

zebrafish ECG signal 

Microwells containing gold electrodes (8W2LE PET) were tested. Zebrafish were 

paralyzed to prevent motion artifacts and positioned on the electrodes using a 

microscope. Recordings were performed in E3 and system water. The Multiclamp 700B 

amplifier was used with gains up to 200000x. No visually distinct signals were observed 

in E3 or system water (Figure 3.19A-B, Figure 3.21A-B). The spectral density plots of 

signals showed peaks at low frequencies present with and without the fish (Figure 

3.19C, Figure 3.21C).   

In one recording, at higher frequencies, between 10-60 Hz, more distinct peaks 

were seen in the wells containing fish. Some of the peaks above 10 Hz could represent 

high-frequency components of the ECG signal. The signal was therefore band-pass 

filtered with a zero-phase finite input response filter at 10-100 Hz and examined further 

(Figure 3.20). No clear ECG signals were seen in that frequency band, although the 

signal magnitude was higher when a fish was present (Figure 3.20B and C). As a 

comparison, a glass micropipette ECG from a zebrafish was also processed using the 

same filter and a clear periodic ECG signal could be seen (Figure 3.20C). More 

information about the filter and effects on the PSD of the signal is shown in 5.2.3 in the 

appendices. 

When system water was used, a large broad peak was visible around 30 Hz in an 
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empty well. Peaks were similarly located when a zebrafish was present although 

additional peaks were present at 10.8 at 16 Hz (Figure 3.21C). No clear ECG signals 

were seen when fish were present. Band-pass filtering at 10-100 Hz was also performed 

on these signals but no clear ECGs were observed.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.19: Signals recorded from gold microwells filled with E3 media.  A: empty well. 

B: well with a 11 dpf zebrafish. No visually distinct signal could be detected when compared to noise from 

an empty well. The spectrogram revealed peaks between 10-60 Hz when a fish was present when compared 

to noise. Peaks at lower frequencies were present in wells with and without fish at. The numbered peaks 

1-9 are located at 16.0, 21.5, 31.1, 39.7, 44.7, 49.6, 59.2, 93.7, 100 Hz, respectively. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.20: Bandpass filtered signals from gold microwells filled with E3 media.  
Bandpass filtering with a zero-phase finite impulse response filter with corner frequencies 10 Hz and 100 

Hz was performed on the signals obtained from E3 filled gold wells and a comparison ECG obtained with 

a micropipette electrode. A: empty control well. B: well with a larval zebrafish in contact with one of the 

electrodes. No clear ECG signal can be seen, although the magnitude is larger than in an empty well. C: a 

micropipette obtained comparison ECG shows clear periodic ECG complexes. 
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Figure 3.21: Signals recorded from gold microwells filled with system water.  A: empty 

well. B: well with a 11 dpf zebrafish. No signals were visually observed but the amplitude of the signal in 

the empty well was greater. C: the spectrogram revealed large peaks between 10-50 Hz. Peaks were located 

at 10.8, 16, 20.3, 25.6, 31.0 and 49.6 Hz in the well with a fish. In an empty well, peaks were similarly 

located and present at 21.3, 25.3, 31.0 and 48.7 Hz.  

3.5 Wire electrode recordings from zebrafish 

3.5.1 Bare wire electrodes were unable to record ECGs 

Bare Ag-AgCl and platinum wires were unsuccessful at obtaining signals from 

zebrafish aged 7-11 dpf. The wire electrodes were placed in contact with the skin 

overlying the heart or at a distance and compared to wires in E3 solution only. No clear 

ECG signals or differences in spectral density plots were observed (Supplementary 

Figure  5, Supplementary Figure  6).  

3.5.2 Ag-AgCl tip electrodes were unsuccessful but platinum tip 

electrodes obtained a small ECG signal 

Platinum and Ag-AgCl tip electrodes were tested on 7 dpf zebrafish by placing them 

on the skin overlying the heart and in other skin locations (Figure 3.22). No signal was 

obtained using Ag-AgCl tip electrodes. After testing, the Ag-AgCl tip electrode was 

substituted with a micropipette to test that the equipment was otherwise working. 

Successful recordings were obtained with the micropipette (Figure 3.23).  

 

 
Figure 3.22: Platinum and Ag-AgCl tip electrodes in position on the heart.  Examples of 

electrode positioning with platinum tip (Pt) and Ag-AgCl tip (Ag) wire electrodes on 7 dpf zebrafish. 

The images have the same scale. Note that the Ag-AgCl electrode is larger and some of the wire 

insulation casts a halo around the black electrode wire. Scale bar, 150 μm. 
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Figure 3.23: Ag-AgCl tip electrode recordings from zebrafish.  The spectral density plots on 

the right correspond to the waveforms on the left. A: the signal in an empty well as a control. B: no clear 

signal was observed when the electrode was in contact with the fish or zebrafish heart, although a small 

peak was seen at 17 Hz and possibly at 1.7 Hz. C: without contact no signal was seen. D: a micropipette 

electrode was tested on the same fish after this measurement and showed a clear signal with a large 

magnitude (note the different scale bar) and signal peaks at 2.4 and 4.7 Hz. The spectrum of B, C and D 

all have peaks at 50 Hz. The scale at the bottom left applies to all panels except D.  

A small amplitude signal was obtained using the platinum tip wire electrode in two 7 

dpf zebrafish tested (Figure 3.24). The signal amplitude was 1.34 μVrms compared to 

the noise level at 0.74 μVrms giving a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 3.28 (5.16 dB). The 

signal enabled the determination of the heart rate as 162 bpm but smaller ECG wave 

components could not be distinguished (Figure 3.25). The spectrum of the signal was 

similar to the spectrum from micropipette recordings. Treatment with 1.5 mM 

propranolol slowed the heart rate down to 155 bpm and tricaine 0.5% euthanasia caused 

the signal to disappear (Figure 3.26). 

 

 
Figure 3.24: Platinum tip electrode recordings from zebrafish.  A: no signal was seen in an 

empty well. B: a small but clear signal was seen when an insulated platinum electrode was in contact with 

the skin above a 7 dpf zebrafish heart. C: spectral density plots of the signals reveal clear signal peaks at 

2.8, 3.4 and 5.6 Hz when in contact with a zebrafish. No clear peaks are seen at these locations when no 

fish was present although peaks were seen at 24.4 and 50 Hz likely representing interference from electrical 

equipment. Filtering was set at 0.1-100 Hz on the amplifier with the gain at 20000x.  
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Figure 3.25: Original and averaged signals acquired with a platinum tip electrode.  A: 

the unfiltered signal. The triangles at the top show the location of detected peaks/troughs used for rate 

determination and averaging. B: average of the waveform in A showing clear waves with a short interval 

in between. The signal is monomorphic.   

 

 

 

  
Figure 3.26: Platinum tip recordings from zebrafish before and after drug application. 
The spectral density plots on the right correspond to the signal waveforms on the left. Filtering was 

performed at 0.1-20 Hz with 20000x amplifier gain. A: no signal was seen in an empty well although peaks 

at 24.4 and 50 Hz were seen likely due to electrical interference. B: a visible signal was seen when in 

contact with a fish. C: application of propranolol slowed the heart rate and shifted the signal peaks to the 

left in the spectral density plots. D: no signal was seen after the fish was euthanized with 0.5% tricaine.  

 

3.5.3 The larval zebrafish ECG signal decreases rapidly with distance 

The effect of electrode distance on the signal from 7 dpf zebrafish was evaluated with 

the platinum electrode. At about 100 μm, the signal had reached the noise level and was 

indistinguishable from noise (Figure 3.27A, Supplementary Figure  7). The signal peak 

at 3 Hz also disappeared on spectrograms around 200 μm distance (Figure 3.27B). For 

comparison, the experiment was also performed using a 2.5 μm tip diameter glass 

micropipette electrode filled with E3 media. A much larger initial signal amplitude was 

recorded with the maximum signal amplitude of 173 μVrms. The signal decreased 

rapidly below the higher noise threshold of the micropipette, 8 μVrms, at 60 μm.  
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Figure 3.27: ECG signal attenuation with distance measured with a platinum tip 

electrode.  The signal was recorded with an insulated platinum electrode, filtered 1-20 Hz and amplified 

200000x. A, a rapid decrease in signal amplitude was noted, with the signal reaching the noise threshold 

(dotted horizontal line) around 100 μm from the skin overlaying the zebrafish heart. A power fit function 

to the data is shown in the inset. B, in close proximity to the fish signal peaks were visible at 2.7 and 5.4 

Hz which rapidly disappeared with distance and were not visible at 290 μm. x, distance. r2, coefficient of 

determination. 

 

Figure 3.28: ECG signal attenuation with distance measured with a micropipette 

electrode.  The signal was recorded with a glass micropipette electrode (2.5 μm tip opening) and moved 

away in steps of 5 μm. A: the signal initially increases to about 175 μVrms but decreases rapidly reaching 

the noise level at 60 μm. The signal and noise levels are higher than when measured with a platinum wire 

electrode but goes more rapidly below the noise threshold. A non-linear least squares fit to a power 

function is shown in the inset. B: spectrograms of the signals recorded at 0, 15 and 100 μm showing that 

the signal increases initially at 15 μm but has completely disappeared at 100 μm. x, distance. r2, coefficient 

of determination. 

3.5.4 The increased resistivity of distilled water did not enable ECG 

signal pickup at a distance 

No clear ECG signals could be recorded from 5 dpf zebrafish larvae with bare wire or 

platinum tip electrodes in distilled water. Large movement artifacts from fish 

movements were observed when paralysis wore off. Higher amplitude and more 

obvious movement artifacts were seen with the electrode in contact than at a 1 cm 

distance. Slight electrode movement due to tapping on the air table produced large 

movement artifacts from the electrode when measured at a distance. Multiple different 

gains were tested as well as filtering at 0.1-100 Hz, 1-100 Hz, 1-20 Hz and 30-300 Hz. 

Figure 3.29 shows an example of platinum tip wire electrode recordings filtered 1-100 

Hz and amplified 200000x in contact with the fish and at a distance of 1 cm. Larval 

zebrafish only survived a maximum 2-3 hours in agarose diluted with distilled water.  
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Figure 3.29: Platinum tip wire electrode recordings in distilled water. A: platinum tip 

in contact with the fish. No clear ECG signals were seen but large amplitude movement 

related artifacts were seen with fish movements. B: at 1 cm distance the movement 

artifacts were less apparent but no clear ECG signal was seen. Both recordings were 

filtered 1-100 Hz and amplified 200000x. 

 

 

3.6 Larval zebrafish heart rate increases with age 

Yu et al. (2010) described the evolution of larval ECGs with age (Yu et al., 2010) which 

were not described by other groups (Dhillon et al., 2013; Forouhar et al., 2004). ECGs 

were, therefore, obtained from 25 larval zebrafish aged 3-7 dpf (9 aged 3 dpf, 11 aged 

5 dpf and 5 aged 7 dpf). The heart rate increased significantly from 167 ± 6 bpm at 3 

dpf to 188 ± 5 at 7 dpf (N=14, t=2.26, p=0.040) (Figure 3.30). Waveforms were 

different between recordings but the differences were not clearly dependent on age. 

Example waveforms at different ages are shown in Figure 3.31. The duration and 

amplitude of the largest component of each average waveform was measured when 

more than two components were present. An increase in duration and decrease in 

amplitude was seen with age but the differences were not statistically significant (Figure 

3.30). Amplitude variability between fish of different ages could be partially explained 

by electrode positioning since electrode positioning had a large effect on signal 

amplitude and morphology (as described in 3.2.2 ). 
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Figure 3.30: The heart rate, duration and amplitude of the largest ECG component in 3, 

5 and 7 dpf larval zebrafish.  The only statistically significant differences were between the heart 

rate in 3 and 7 dpf zebrafish. Bars represent means with the number of fish in the mean marked with a 

number at the bottom of each bar. Error bars show the standard error of the mean. Significance level p < 

0.05 marked with *. 

 

 
Figure 3.31: Example ECG waveforms obtained at different ages showing two different 

waveforms at the same age.  Each waveform represents recording from one fish with the age in the 

top row in days post fertilization (dpf). Different waveforms were seen with slightly different electrode 

positioning.  
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3.7 Pharmacological modulation of the larval zebrafish 

ECG 

Atropine, propranolol and noradrenaline are all drugs known to have cardiac effects on 

humans. These drugs were tested on larval zebrafish using the glass micropipette setup.  

3.7.1 Atropine and propranolol cause bradycardia 

The effect of atropine and propranolol on the rate, largest wave component duration 

and peak-to-peak amplitude of larval zebrafish ECG are shown in Figure 3.32. A non-

significant increase in heart rate from 172 ± 8 bpm to 192 ± 10 bpm was seen with 0.5 

mM atropine treatment of 3 dpf zebrafish. Duration of the largest wave component of 

the ECG decreased significantly from 212 ± 24 ms to 148 ± 7 ms (N=6, t=2.81, 

p=0.037). No significant effects were seen on the peak-to-peak amplitude. The dose 

was then increased to 1 mM by adding 0.5 mM of atropine which significantly 

decreased the heart rate down to 168 ± 7 bpm (N=6, t=2.85, p=0.036) and non-

significantly increased the largest wave component duration to 191 ± 29 ms. Another 

group of 5 dpf fish was tested with 1.5 mM of atropine which significantly decreased 

the heart rate from 164 ± 9 bpm to 94 ± 17 bpm (N=5, t=8.74, p=0.00094), non-

significantly increased the largest wave component duration from 296 ± 55 ms to 555 

± 119 ms and amplitude from 102 ± 36 μV to 230 ± 78 μV.  

Propranolol at 1 mM had no significant effects on the heart rate of 3 dpf zebrafish. 

A dose of 1.5 mM caused a statistically significant decrease in heart rate from 189 ± 8 

bpm to 132 ± 6 bpm (N=5, t=10.08, p=0.00055) and increase in amplitude from 113 ± 

3 μV to 203 ± 3 μV (N=5, t=5.35, p=0.012). The largest component wave duration 

increased from 206 ± 26 ms to 359 ± 37 but the difference was not statistically 

significant (N=5, t=2.7-, p=0.07). 

 

 
Figure 3.32: The effects of atropine and propranolol on larval zebrafish ECG.  Atropine 

significantly decreased the heart rate at 1 and 1.5 mM and propranolol significantly decreased the heart 

rate at 1.5 mM. At a lower dose of 0.5 mM atropine increased the heart rate slightly but non-significantly. 

The largest component wave duration was significantly decreased with 0.5 mM atropine treatment. * p < 

0.05, ** p < 0.005, *** p < 0.0005. 
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3.7.2 Noradrenaline had no significant effects on the rate, duration or 

amplitude of the ECG 

Noradrenaline was tested at 1 mM and 2 mM concentrations. No statistically significant 

differences in heart rate, largest component wave duration or peak-to-peak amplitude 

were seen at these concentrations (Figure 3.33).  

Noradrenaline 1 mM treatment increased the heart rate in zebrafish with 

bradycardia induced with 1 mM atropine treatment (Figure 3.34). This was only tested 

on one fish. Before atropine treatment the mean heart rate of the fish was 180 bpm 

which decreased to 40 bpm 30 minutes after 1 mM atropine addition. About 20 minutes 

after treatment with 1 mM noradrenaline the heart rate increased to 60 bpm. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.33: The effects of noradrenaline on larval zebrafish ECG.  No statistically 

significant differences were seen in rate, duration or amplitude of 1 mM and 2 mM noradrenaline on the 

ECG of 7 dpf larval zebrafish. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.34. Noradrenaline increased heart rate after atropine induced bradycardia.  
The mean heart rate at each minute recorded from one zebrafish is shown. The heart rate was calculated 

at 10 seconds intervals and smoothed using a 6 point moving average filter to 1 minute intervals. A clear 

decrease in heart rate caused by 1 mM atropine can be seen initially reaching nadir around 37 minutes. 

Noradrenaline was added at 39 minutes and about 20 minutes later an increase in heart rate was noted. 
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Chapter 4 Discussion 

The aim of this study was to determine the feasibility of recording larval zebrafish 

ECGs at a distance in a well based system. We first implemented a glass micropipette 

recording method which served as a baseline comparison for other methods, enabled 

the characterization of the ECG signal and the determination of suitable filtering 

parameters. A small micropipette tip was shown to give higher quality ECGs than a 

large micropipette tip and that the ECG waveform varies when measured at different 

locations around the heart. The micropipette method worked well in general, but was 

time consuming and although suitable for screening, is not high throughput. The method 

was used to show that the heart rate of larval zebrafish increases with age from 3 to 7 

dpf and to test atropine, propranolol and noradrenaline effects on zebrafish ECGs.  

Next, the properties of a well system were evaluated by measuring the 

conductivity of E3 and system water using a simple setup which showed that E3 had 

similar resistivity as 0.9% sodium chloride solutions. This was followed by the 

evaluation of signal amplitude at different electrode distances showing a rapid signal 

decline with distance when tested with a signal generator and when measuring larval 

zebrafish.  

Three microwell setups with Ag-AgCl, platinum and gold electrodes were 

unsuccessful at measuring larval zebrafish ECGs. No signals were obtained with bare 

wire or tip Ag-AgCl electrodes although a small monomorphic signal was obtained with 

a platinum tip electrode in direct contact with the skin above the zebrafish heart. The 

noise level of the system and different electrode types indicated that the noise level was 

not too high compared to signals obtained with glass microelectrodes so other factors 

must explain the lack of a clear ECG signal.  

4.1 Microwell based measurements were unsuccessful 
The in-house made microwell platforms with Ag-AgCl and platinum wire electrodes 

were unsuccessful in measuring ECGs. This might be due to the fact that the Grass 

15A54 amplifier was used for testing which had higher noise levels than the Multiclamp 

700B. Amplifier filters were, however, set to 0.3-30 Hz, which gave a low voltage noise 

level of 0.79 μVrms. Purchased gold electrode microwells were also tested but no clear 

ECG signals were obtained. Gold wells containing E3 media exhibited low frequency 

noise in the noise spectral density plots but not when distilled water was used to fill the 

wells. These low frequency components could be caused by half-cell potentials or 

chemical reactions at the electrode surface from the ions in the E3 solution (Grimnes & 

Martinsen, 2015a). Higher frequency components at 10-100 Hz were present when a 

zebrafish was placed in electrode contact inside the wells and could be caused by ECG 

activity. Band-pass filtering the signal between 10-100 Hz did not show any clear ECG 

activity. The noise level for all the wells was low, so the lack of an ECG is best 

explained by problems with signal pickup. 

4.1.1 Source-electrode distance did not cause a lack of signal pickup 

Using different setups, we showed that the signal amplitude decreases rapidly 

with distance. With glass microelectrodes, no signal was visible at a distance of 60 μm 

and with a platinum tip electrode the small signal obtained vanished beneath the noise 

threshold at 100 μm. No signals could be measured using Ag-AgCl tip or bare wire 

electrodes in direct contact with the zebrafish. Still, the microwells were tested with the 
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fish in direct contact with the electrodes so that the source-electrode distance was 

minimal. Source-electrode distance, therefore, seems an unlikely reason for a lack of 

signal pickup.  

 The predicted signal decrease from ideal current dipole sources is the squared 

inverse of distance (d-2) in the case of a monopolar recording electrode setup and the 

cubed inverse of distance (d-3) with a bipolar electrode setup (Grimnes & Martinsen, 

2015b). The results of signal dampening experiments did not follow this predicted law. 

A likely reason is that the ideal analytical solutions presume that the electrodes are 

spherical and smaller than the dipole length. Additionally, they assume that the distance 

between the source and recording electrodes is much greater than the length of the 

current dipole (Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015b). Our signal dampening setups did not 

replicate this ideal situation, since the source dipole length was approximately 2-6 mm 

and the distance from the dipole source to the recording electrodes was smaller than 2-

6 mm. When only the datapoints, shown in Figure 3.17, at distances larger than 1 mm 

are used to fit a power curve, the distance relationship becomes d-1.849 and d-1.743 for Ag-

AgCl and platinum electrodes, respectively. This in better agreement with theory. The 

glass micropipette distance measurements had a similar relationship (d-1.893) when the 

first two datapoints are removed. Platinum tip electrode measurements did not follow 

the same law, but the initial signal obtained was very small and fell rapidly beneath the 

noise threshold of the system. The glass micropipette measurements best represent the 

ideal situation and show that the signal falls off very rapidly with distance from the 

zebrafish. 

4.1.2 Large electrodes and poor electrode contact are likely causes of 

microwell recording failure 

A large electrode area is a possible reason for signal pickup difficulties. Large 50 

μm tip diameter glass microelectrodes obtained much lower signal amplitudes than 

those with a small 2.5 μm tip diameter. A larger tip diameter decreased the noise level, 

but the SNR of the small tip diameter electrodes was still about 32 dB higher. This 

effect is at least partly due to signal averaging and filtering by a large electrode size 

(Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015a; Huigen et al., 2002). 

The seal resistance between the fish and the electrode is another possibly 

causative factor. It is much easier to get a good seal using a 2.5 μm electrode than a 50 

μm electrode which is about 1/10 of the transverse diameter of the fish. A better seal is 

formed by adding slight suction to the micropipette as is commonly performed in patch 

clamp experiments. Suction increased the SNR slightly by 2.6 dB. With a poor seal 

resistance, a short circuit is formed to the surrounding conductive medium. This 

increases the effective electrode area producing an averaging effect, and decreases 

impedance between the recording electrodes, thus reducing the signal amplitude 

(Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015a; Sieber et al., 2010).  

4.1.3 Optimal small electrode positions or alternative electrode 

technology is required when recording larval zebrafish ECGs 

Glass micropipette electrode location had a large effect on the ECG morphology 

and signal magnitude. We only performed monopolar electrode measurements but 

bipolar micropipette measurements could provide better SNR and signals with higher 

frequency content (Grimnes & Martinsen, 2015a). The gold electrode microwells tested 

all had relatively large electrode areas compared to larval zebrafish size, making 

accurate positioning senseless. Commercial Multielectrode Arrays (MEAs) to measure 
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field potentials from neuronal cell cultures and brain slices with multiple small 

electrodes are available. They have been used to record EEG and field potentials from 

the brain of 5-7 dpf larval zebrafish (M. Meyer et al., 2016). Good contact between the 

MEA and zebrafish was achieved using a small volume of solution containing 

electrolytes and using a fine nylon mesh. The MEA had a grid of 64 20 μm diameter 

electrodes and only some of them recorded usable signals. This system is presumably 

usable to record ECG with correct zebrafish placement but would not allow the 

observation of freely behaving zebrafish. Recent studies recording surface skin 

potentials originating from the brain have not mentioned any ECG artifacts, even when 

signals are filtered in the range of ECGs (Hong et al., 2016; Zdebik et al., 2013). This 

also supports the view that accurate electrode placement close to the heart is required 

to measure larval zebrafish ECGs.  

Capacitive electrodes have been developed to record elecrophysiogical signals, 

ECGs and EEGs, without the use of a liquid medium. Usually, capacitive electrodes 

have large areas to ensure capacitive coupling with the subject being measured and have 

difficulties measuring low frequency signals. They, therefore, seem an unlikely 

candidate to measure cells and zebrafish. However, Rendo-Morales et al. (2015) were 

able to measure ECGs from 3 and 5 dpf larval zebrafish using a capacitive electrode 

setup described above (Rendon-Morales et al., 2015). In their setup, paralyzed larval 

zebrafish were placed in direct contact with a large insulated electrode, so 

measurements at a distance have not been demonstrated using this method. The study 

used a patented capacitive electrode system and no other studies have been done using 

capacitive electrodes to measure potentials from larval zebrafish. Motion artifacts are a 

large problem with capacitive electrodes and could cause problems when trying to 

measure ECGs from freely swimming zebrafish. Highly polarized electrodes, such as 

platinum in saline, behave in many ways like capacitive electrodes (Grimnes & 

Martinsen, 2015a). Interestingly, we were only able to measure ECGs with the platinum 

tip electrode and not the Ag-AgCl tip electrode. The Ag-AgCl electrode, however, also 

had a much larger area which could also explain the failure of the electrode.  

Electrodes made from carbon and PDMS perform better than uninsulated Ag-

AgCl electrodes when recording human ECGs under both freshwater and saltwater 

conditions (S. M. Lee et al., 2014; Reyes, Posada-Quintero, Bales, Clement, et al., 

2014). We tested a very simple carbon paste electrode made from mineral oil, pencil 

lead and a glass micropipette. The electrode had high impedance and noise levels so no 

attempts were made record larval zebrafish ECGs. This does not mean that carbon based 

electrodes are unsuitable to measure potentials for zebrafish, rather that the mixture 

needs to be modified and optimized. Higher quality carbon materials and PDMS could 

create electrodes suitable to measure potentials from zebrafish.  

Based on our and the results of others, accurate positioning of small electrodes is 

required when recording high quality ECGs. Since large electrode areas are problematic 

due to averaging and contact insulation issues, strategically placed small electrodes are 

optimal for good ECG measurements using conventional metal electrodes. Capacitive 

and carbon based electrodes are potential electrode candidates to record larval zebrafish 

ECGs, but further study is needed.  

4.1.4 Increasing the resistivity of the media did not enable signal pickup 

at a distance 

Theoretically, there are two ways of increasing the signal when measuring 

potentials at a distance: Decrease the size of the volume conductor or increasing the 

resistivity of the solution. Decreasing the volume conductor can be done by having a 
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very small well or moving the electrodes closer to the fish. Increasing the resistivity of 

the medium causes the electric field to permeate further out from the organism. Distilled 

water and system water both have higher resistivity than E3 media. The gold wells were 

tested with system water but no signals were observed. A platinum tip electrode was 

also tested in direct contact with the zebrafish without success.  Thus, we were not 

successful at obtaining ECGs at a distance even after increasing the resistivity of the 

medium. 

Two groups have described methods to measure field potentials from freely 

moving larval zebrafish (Issa et al., 2011; Monesson-Olson, Troconis, & Trapani, 

2014). Both groups used a similar method with steel electrodes and distilled water. 

Signals were high pass filtered at 300 Hz and large movement artifacts were observed. 

Curare treatment abolishes  movement artifacts but small signals believed to be a nerve 

field potentials are produced during escape responses (Issa et al., 2011). The recorded 

field potentials are dependent both on electrode position and distance from the zebrafish 

(Monesson-Olson et al., 2014). Although interesting, this method is not directly 

applicable to ECG since ECG signals are at a much lower frequency where 1/f noise is 

a significant issue and have a much lower amplitude than field potentials and movement 

artifacts. During recordings made in distilled water filtered in the ECG range, we also 

observed large field potentials and movement artifacts. Relying on distilled water in a 

drug screening platform is also inherently problematic since adding some drugs could 

greatly affect the conductivity of the water making measurements impossible.  

4.2 Microfluidic, not microwell, platforms 
Our results show that a good ECG signal can be obtained with small electrodes in direct 

contact with the zebrafish. No signals were observed when measuring with larger 

electrodes in a microwell setup, even in close contact. These results imply that a 

microwell platform is impractical since good ECG measurements require accurate and 

preferably small electrode contact. Restraining zebrafish at the bottom of wells with 

many small electrodes is impractical due to the positioning required. A better solution 

is to restrain zebrafish in close contact with small electrodes in a suitable device. Such 

a device needs to be scalable for high throughput study and robust, enabling accurate, 

repeatable and rapid positioning. 

The microscopic size of larval zebrafish enables their study using microfluidic 

technology. Microfluidic devices have been created to restrain zebrafish for imaging 

and electrophysiology studies. The iZAP platform described by Hong et al. (2016) is 

able to measure multiple larval zebrafish simultaneously in a microfluidic platform 

(Hong et al., 2016). In this system, freely swimming zebrafish become trapped in small 

tunnels which hold their head in contact with surface electrodes. The electrodes are 

created out of transparent ITO on glass which has been deposited with titanium and 

then platinum. Alternate electrode locations are likely able to measure ECG potentials, 

although not specifically addressed in their system description.  

Microfluidic platforms are usually created out of silicon, glass or polymers. 

PDMS is commonly used with a negative mold created using photolithography methods 

(Tian & Finehout, 2009). Carving channels using Computer Numerical Control (CNC) 

machines or engraving with laser cutters is also possible since the size of the tunnels is 

generally larger than 10 μm due to the size of the zebrafish (De Marco et al., 2013; 

Ogilvie et al., 2010). CNC machines and laser cutters are commonly available and 

simple to use for prototyping and testing. Microfluidic devices for zebrafish have been 

milled using CNC machines into acrylic (Poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA) and 

polycarbonate plastics. One problem with both methods is that they produce a rough 
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surface which decreases optical clarity, traps air bubbles and causes hydrophobicity. 

Polishing or surface treatment with solvents can decrease surface roughness and 

increase transparency (De Marco et al., 2013; Ogilvie et al., 2010).  

Adding electrodes to a microfluidic platform can be accomplished using the same 

method as Hong et al. (2016), using ITO electrodes or through other means. Our results 

show that electrode size and position matter and, therefore, must be taken into 

consideration when designing an ECG platform. Multiple small electrodes located close 

to the heart are optimal, which are then used in a monopolar fashion with a larger 

electrode in the solution medium, or two contact electrodes can be used for bipolar 

measurements. Multiple electrodes could be implemented and then screened to look for 

the best ECG waveform for recording. Using large diameter capacitive electrodes with 

a microfluidic device would be beneficial since accurate positioning would not be as 

important. Although unsuccessfully implemented in this study, carbon paste like 

electrodes could be used in a microfluidic platform. Incorporating carbon-PDMS 

electrodes into a microfluidic platform is an interesting possibility but further testing 

with this electrode material is warranted at a microscopic scale before pursuing this 

goal. One drawback of carbon based electrodes is their black color (Reyes, Posada-

Quintero, Bales, & Chon, 2014).  

From a drug screening standpoint, the desirable features that can be obtained 

using a microfluidic system are rapid, repeatable and accurate zebrafish positioning, 

platform transparency, low volumes of solution and the ability to run multiple tests in 

parallel. Accurate zebrafish positioning is important when connecting electrodes or 

visually observing parts of the zebrafish. Transparency of commonly used materials, 

glass, plastics, PMMA and polycarbonate, enable simultaneous imaging studies of 

transparent larval zebrafish. Low solution volumes decrease the amount of drugs 

required for each test. Rapid and repeatable positioning with the ability to run multiple 

parallel tests enables high throughput screening. A zebrafish microfluidic platform for 

larval zebrafish ECGs therefore seems a very attractive option. 

4.2.1 First steps towards a microwell platform 

After the initial results of microwell experiments failed, we started to experiment with 

microfluidic platforms. The available equipment at Reykjavík University, a laser cutter 

and CNC milling machine, were used to cut channels into PMMA. Engraving with the 

laser cutter caused melting in PMMA, making channel dimensions inexact and was 

therefore abandoned. CNC milling produced channels at dimensions down to 30 μm 

with the available milling bit but the PMMA surface became rough and opaque. 

Prototype images are shown in Figure 4.1. Although described in literature (De Marco 

et al., 2013), acetone treatment did not smoothen the PMMA surface. Chloroform 

(Sigma-Aldrich) was used with good success to induce surface smoothing. The 

channels were formed in one piece and glued using chloroform to a flat piece of PMMA 

to close off the channels. Channels were initially based on the dimensions used by Hong 

et al. (2016) but during initial testing we found that the larval zebrafish (5-7 dpf) could 

escape from the channels (Hong et al., 2016). We are therefore experimenting with 

other channel dimensions. Using a device to position paralyzed zebrafish is also an 

attractive option, since paralysis prevents motion artifacts. The Zebrafish Entrapment 

by Restriction Array device described by Bischel et al. (2013) for imaging studies is 

able to position larval zebrafish at multiple recording locations using passive pumping 

(Bischel, Mader, Green, Huttenlocher, & Beebe, 2013). A similar design could be used 

for high throughput electrophysiology. 

We have also envisioned a simple platform which avoids the direct placement of 
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metal electrodes in contact with zebrafish. A rough schematic is shown in Figure 4.2. 

The zebrafish is placed into a small opening in a microfluidic platform which leads to 

a channel that tapers to a smaller diameter at the other end. The zebrafish closes off the 

channel producing a seal similar to that created by a micropipette. The conductive 

properties of the electrolyte medium surrounding the zebrafish are then used with Ag-

AgCl electrodes at either end to create a two electrode recordings system. This enables 

the use of Ag-AgCl electrodes for low frequency recordings without direct tissue 

contact, thus avoiding silver related toxicity. This arrangement might give better signal 

quality since this arrangement records the potential from a small surface area of the 

zebrafish in the seal. The area could still be too large for high quality ECG signals. 

Channel diameters should be based on 5-7 dpf zebrafish, funneled or stepped to 

accommodate differences in size and optimally the opening should be located so that 

an area overlying the heart is measured.  

 

 
Figure 4.1: Development of a microfluidic system.  A: a prototype microfluidic system cut out 

of acrylic before smoothing. B: red colored liquid has been put into a prototype system to show the fluid 

path and constriction. C: different amount of smoothing dependent on chloroform treatment duration, from 

the left; untreated, 30 seconds, 1 min, 5 min. At 5 min some melting and warping of the channels is seen. 

D: image of a zebrafish in a prototype platoform taken through a microscope. 

 
Figure 4.2: A simple microfluidic recording platform idea.  The zebrafish is placed in the 

entry channel at a, where the pressure difference due to surface tension and high elevation produces flow 

through the channel. Electrodes (b) are submerged in the electrolyte that fills the channel (c) at each end. 

Upon entry, the zebrafish larva flows through the channel and closes the small tapering end of the 

channel at d. This creates a situation similar to a large tip diameter glass micropipette being attached to 

the surface of the zebrafish for recording. The potential between the electrodes (b) is then amplified (d) 

producing an electrophysiologic signal (g). Zebrafish image from (Griffiths, 2013). 
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4.3 Zebrafish age and drug testing 

4.3.1 The effects of zebrafish age on the ECG 

We recorded ECGs from larval zebrafish aged 3-7 dpf due to the different ECG 

waveforms reported by larval zebrafish studies (described in 1.6.2 on p. 19). Two and 

three component waveforms were seen at all ages but depended on electrode position. 

Based on the time-evolution of electrical activity in the zebrafish heart (Chi et al., 

2008), three component waveforms likely represent P, QRS and T components of the 

ECG. This means that it is likely possible to use 3 dpf zebrafish to screen for QT interval 

effects, as described by others groups (Dhillon et al., 2013). Yu et al. (2010) described 

the evolution of T waves at 14 dpf but not 7 dpf (Yu et al., 2010). They used 10 μm 

glass micropipette electrodes compared to 2-5 μm electrodes used by us and others 

(Dhillon et al., 2013; Forouhar et al., 2004). The likely reason for this discrepancy in 

ECG morphology is, therefore, differences in electrode size and recording location. 

Optimally, synchronized video imaging should be performed during ECG acquisitions 

but this was not possible using the equipment in this study. Using calcium imagining to 

visually observe electrical activity in the heart while recording ECGs could elucidate 

the definite origins of the recorded ECG wave components. Fourohar et al. (2004) used 

synchronous video recordings and recorded two component ECG waveforms which 

were believed to represent atrial and ventricular depolarizations (Forouhar et al., 2004). 

No third ECG wave components were described which could be because of the 

electrode location chosen. Other larval zebrafish ECG studies did not report 

simultaneous video recordings.  

We observed that the QRS component of the larval zebrafish ECGs is broad 

compared to reported adult ECGs (Liu et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2010). The QRS 

component increased slightly in duration from 3 to 7 dpf but the differences were non-

significant. The zebrafish heart rate significantly increased with age from 3 to 7 dpf in 

our study. Others have reported an increase in heart rate during early development 

between 2 and 4 dpf using imaging methods (De Luca et al., 2014). Heart rate and QRS 

duration measurements are easy to perform and accurate, but comparisons of other 

wave component durations and amplitudes is problematic due to the effects of electrode 

positioning. Zebrafish heart rate and QT interval has been shown to be dependent on 

temperature (Dhillon et al., 2013) but we did not include temperature control into our 

measurements. Temperature is unlikely to confound our measurements since they were 

all performed at room temperature after the fish had settled in agarose for at least 15 

minutes.  

4.3.2 Drug effects 

We tested noradrenaline, atropine and propranolol on larval zebrafish. An increase in 

heart rate was expected with both noradrenaline and atropine treatment, since 

noradrenaline is an adrenergic drug and atropine blocks muscarinic acetylcholine 

receptors. Both drugs can increase heart rate in men and are used to treat bradycardia 

(Rang, Dale, Ritter, Flower, & Henderson, 2012a, 2012b). Atropine actually decreased 

larval zebrafish heart rates. Atropine was diluted in DMSO since it is fat soluble, but 

the zebrafish were exposed to a low concentration which should not interfere with the 

results (De Luca et al., 2014). A visual heart rate based screen of 100 compounds also 
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showed that Atropine causes significant bradycardia in 24 hpf larval zebrafish (Milan, 

Peterson, Ruskin, Peterson, & MacRae, 2003). Acetylcholine and atropine have 

different effects on zebrafish dependent on age. A study by Schwerte et al. (2006) used 

imaging to measure heart rates and heart rate variability in larval zebrafish at different 

ages to study cardiac sympathovagal control (Schwerte et al., 2006). At 5 dpf, 

acetylcholine caused bradycardia but atropine had no effects. Atropine only increased 

heart rates after 12 dpf. They used lower doses of atropine, 0.1 mM compared to 0.5-

1.5 mM used here, and the drugs were delivered in small volumes close to the heart. 

The lower doses may be the reason why no bradycardia was observed, since we 

observed bradycardia at both 3 and 5 dpf. In adult humans, low doses of atropine are 

known to cause paradoxical decreases in heart rate which are thought to be mediated 

through central antimuscarinic effects or pre-ganglionic acetylcholine blockade (E. C. 

Meyer & Sommers, 1988; Rang et al., 2012a). Further study by testing higher doses of 

atropine in 3-5 dpf larva to look for dose dependent tachycardia would be interesting.  

Noradrenaline did not cause any significant heart rate changes in 7 dpf zebrafish 

larvae at the doses tested. Interestingly, noradrenaline increased the heart rate when 

added after atropine-induced bradycardia. This was however only tested in one fish and 

requires validation with a larger number of fish. Noradrenaline has been shown by 

others to increase heart rates in younger zebrafish at 24 or 96 hpf (De Luca et al., 2014; 

Milan et al., 2003). The lack of an effect may thus be related to the development of 

adrenergic cardiac autonomic control, similar to the situation for atropine and 

acetylcholine. Still, isoproterenol, a more potent β-adrenergic agonist in humans, causes 

tachycardia in both 4 and 7 dpf larval zebrafish (De Luca et al., 2014; Schwerte et al., 

2006) implying that the development of an adrenergic cardiac response has developed 

by that time. Other possible reasons for a lack of noradrenergic effect are age dependent 

pharmacokinetics and drug-drug interactions with tricaine or D-tubocurare used 

concurrently during testing. 

Propranolol decreased heart rates as expected and in agreement with other studies 

using imaging methods and adult zebrafish ECG (Letamendia et al., 2012; Milan & 

MacRae, 2008; Schwerte et al., 2006).  
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4.4 Conclusion  
Larval zebrafish ECGs are suitable to screen drugs but no high throughput methods 

currently exist. Our results show that the best quality larval zebrafish ECGs are obtained 

with small tip diameter glass micropipette electrodes positioned close to the heart. 

Recording ECGs at a distance through a liquid medium was not possible using 

conventional electrodes and is unlikely to be successful as a screening methodology. 

When larval zebrafish are used for drug screening purposes, the age of the fish also 

needs to be considered due to the development of the cardiac conduction system and 

autonomic control. Based on the results of others and our recordings, 5 dpf or older 

zebrafish are likely suitable for most purposes. Creating a high throughput drug 

screening device using ECG is feasible by restraining larval zebrafish in direct contact 

with recording electrodes. Restraining larval zebrafish is possible using microfluidic 

platforms. Steps that are needed to create a microfluidic screening platform for ECG 

include:  

 Determining a suitable platform material and manufacture method. CNC milled 

PMMA or molded PDMS plastic are good candidates but some drugs may be 

absorbed by the plastic. 

 Finding the optimal channel diameters for rapid, repeatable and accurate zebrafish 

positioning.  

 Creating a channel layout to enable rapid positioning of multiple zebrafish.  

 Deciding on the recording electrode material, size and positioning.  

 Finding a method to embed the electrode and connection tracks into the device.  

 Assembling the platform, connecting to an amplifier and testing. 

 

Our suggested ECG platform is under development and made from PMMA using CNC 

milling and chemical smoothing. Channel diameters are based on zebrafish anatomy 

but still require further testing to determine the optimal channel diameters for good 

electrode seal formation and repeatable, rapid and accurate positioning. The electrode 

material is chlorided silver but the size and positioning is determined by the channel 

layout which needs further optimization. For high throughput positioning, a layout 

similar to the ZEBRA device (Bischel et al., 2013) is envisioned using passive and 

possibly active pumping. The complete transparency of the system also makes it 

suitable for imaging studies. 
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Chapter 5 Appendices 

5.1 D-tubocurarine and tricaine testing 

5.1.1 Introduction 

After multiple measured were performed on paralyzed and anesthetized zebrafish it 

became apparent that paralysis wore off rapidly. Both D-tubocurarine and tricaine were 

applied at the same time by submerging zebrafish in 2 mM D-tubocurare with 0.02% 

Tricaine. A small experiment was performed to test whether co-application of these two 

compounds decreased the effectiveness of paralysis and anesthesia. 

5.1.2 Method 

Four or five 8 dpf zebrafish were placed in a small well of a 48 well plate (NUNC). The 

wells contained E3 media only, D-tubocurarine in E3, D-tubocurarine in system water, 

D-tubocurarine with 0.1% DMSO in E3 or D-tubocurarine with 0.02% tricaine in E3. 

After treatment with the solution for 10 minutes the fish were all moved to wells with 

E3 only. At 15 minute intervals the fish were tested for paralysis by touching the head 

of the larva with a glass micropipette. Paralysis was determined to have worn off if 

spontaneous movement was observed or if movement occurred after touching the larva. 

Signs of life were also determined by observing the beating heart in a stereomicroscope. 

5.1.3 Results 

The results are shown in Table 4. The control fish in E3 media were always normal and 

freely moving. Immediately after treatment zebrafish were paralyzed in all groups 

except when treated with both D-tubocurarine and Tricaine, where only 1 fish was 

paralyzed while 3 were sluggish. After 15 minutes all treated fish were paralyzed but 

paralysis wore off rapidly in the group treated with both D-tubocurarine and tricaine. 

At 90 minutes 1 fish had died in the D-tubocurarine with DMSO treatment group.  

 

Table 4: The results of paralysis testing.  The treatments are shown in the leftmost column. The 

proportion of paralysed fish at different time points after treatment are shown.  

  N 
After 
bath 

15 
min 25 min 

35 
min 

45 
min 

90 
min 

E3 only 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Curare+E3 4 1 1 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.5 

Curare+dH2O 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Curare+0.1% DMSO+E3 5 1 1 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.6 

Curare+0.02% 
tricaine+E3 4 0.25 1 0.5 0 0 0 

 

5.1.4 Conclusion 

Co-treatment with D-tubocurarine and Tricaine likely decreases the paralyzing effect 

of the drugs. Treatment with D-tubocurarine before or after Tricaine treatment might 

be better, or skipping Tricaine treatment altogether if ethically acceptable with 
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embryonic fish. 

 

5.2 Supplementary figures 

5.2.1 Noise spectral density with different Grass 15A54 gain settings  

 
Supplementary Figure  1: Grass 15A54 noise spectrogram comparison.  Noise recordings 

at two different gains with the same filtering settings on the amplifier at 0.1-100 Hz. A clear difference is 

seen between 5000x and 20000x gains with higher noise levels measured at 5000x. Low-pass filtering at 

100 Hz does not seem to work at the 5000x gain setting.  

5.2.2 Noise spectral density of gold wells and carbon paste electrodes 

 
Supplementary Figure  2: The noise power spectral density of the carbon-paste electrode 

and gold well electrodes.  The gold wells were completely empty but nevertheless peaks of low 

frequency noise are seen above 20 Hz. The gold well was tested filled with E3 or system water (H2O). A 

much higher level of noise is seen when system water was used. The carbon-paste electrode had a very 

high noise level. 

5.2.3 Band pass filtering of signals from gold microwells 

Signals obtained from a gold microwell were band-pass filtered at 10-100 Hz since the 

PSD showed clear signal peaks in that part of the spectrum in Figure 3.19, see section 
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2.7.1 on gold well testing. The filter was designed using the Parks-McClellan algorithm 

as a 1000 order FIR filter and is shown in Supplementary Figure  3. Zero-phase digital 

filtering was used to filter the signals before analysis. The unfiltered and filtered signals 

are shown in Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20, respectively. The PSDs of the signals before 

and after filtering is shown in Supplementary Figure  4. 

 

 
Supplementary Figure  3: Finite input response band pass filter designed using Parks-

McClellan algorithm.  The filter magnitude is shown between 0 and 150 Hz to highlight the passband 

and stopband. The stopband is below -90 dB and rippling is negligible in the passband. 

 

 

Supplementary Figure  4: The PSDs of the signals obtained from gold wells containing 

E3 media and a comparison ECG obtained using a micropipette. A: low frequency activity 

was seen in the empty well but high frequency activity is not prominent. B: with a fish present, higher 

frequency activity is seen between 10-100 Hz. C: a comparison ECG obtained with a micropipette shows 

peaks at lower frequencies and higher frequencies. D, E, F: same signals after band pass fitlering between 

10-100 Hz.  
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5.2.4 Uninsulated Ag-AgCl and platinum wire measurements 

 
Supplementary Figure  5: Uninsulated platinum wire tests.  A: recording made with platinum 

wire in E3 solution media only. B: platinum wire in contact with the skin overlaying the heart. C: 

spectrogram of both recordings compared. No clearly significant differences were noted between 

recordings made with and without fish. Using uninsulated wire was therefore unsuccessful. Recordings 

were filtered 0.1-100 Hz and amplified 20000x. 

 

 
Supplementary Figure  6: Uninsulated Ag-AgCl wire tests.  A: recording made with Ag-AgCl 

wire in E3 solution media only. B: platinum wire in contact with the skin overlaying the heart. C: 

spectrogram of both recordings compared. No clearly significant differences were noted between 

recordings made with and without fish. In the spectrogram with fish contact interference at 50 Hz is seen. 

Using uninsulated wire was unsuccessful. Recordings were filtered 0.1-100 Hz and amplified 5000x. 
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Supplementary Figure  7: Platinum electrode measurements from a 7 dpf zebrafish at 

different distances.  The signal is small initially at 1.34 μVrms voltage and decreases rapidly with 

distance below the noise level of 0.74 μVrms. The distance and signal RMS voltage of each recording is 

shown on the right of the respective waveform.  

 

5.3 Spike2 source codes 

5.3.1 BatchMatlab.s2s 

' Spike2 v6 script to batch export all CFS files of a directory to Matlab 

'   by Þór Friðriksson (thorf) 

 

var path$, filenames$[256], nfiles%, idx%, fname$, smrfn$, err%, matfn$, sfh%; 

 

PrintLog ("Batch Matlab Export \n   by thorf\n"); 

' Set the file path 

FilePathSet(""); 

path$ := FilePath$(); 

PrintLog("Path selected for batch process: %s\n",path$); 

 

nfiles% := FileList(filenames$[], -1, "*.cfs"); 

PrintLog("Found %f .cfs files\n", nfiles%); 

 

' Iterate through files and import 

for idx% := 0 to (nfiles%-1) do 

    fname$ := filenames$[idx%]; 

    PrintLog("[+] Converting %d: %s ", idx%+1, fname$); 

    smrfn$ := FileConvert$ (fname$, "", 0, err%); 

    PrintLog ("-> %s", smrfn$); 

    if (err% = 0) then 

        sfh% := FileOpen (smrfn$, 0); 

        if (sfh% > -1) then 

            matfn$ := Print$("%s%s.mat", FileName$(3), FileName$(4)); 

            PrintLog("-> %s\n", matfn$); 
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            ExportChanList(0); ' Clear chanlist 

            ExportChanList (0, MaxTime(1), 1); ' Export channel 1 only             

             

            FileSaveAs(matfn$, 100);' Export to MatLab with default options :D 

             

            FileClose(sfh%); 

        else 

            PrintLog("\n[xxx] Unable to open %s\n", smrfn$); 

        endif 

    else 

        PrintLog("\n[x] Error converting %s, skipping...\n", fname$); 

    endif 

next; 

PrintLog("\nConversion finished\n"); 

5.3.2 ProcessPeaks.s2s 

' Spike2 v6 script to perform peak finding 

'   by Þór Friðriksson (thorf) 

'   Last updated 7.12.2016 

' - The signal is preconditioned with a LP filter and downsampled 

' - Peak finding limits are selected 

' - Peak finding is performed and results saved as a Matlab file 

' - Power spectrum of the filtered downsampled waveform is performed and saved as a Matlab 

file 

 

' Variable settings 

var DownSample := 20;           ' Downsample by 20x 

var LPfreq := 10.0;             ' LP filter frequency 10 Hz 

var LPorder% := 4; 

var HPfreq := 1;                ' HP filter frequency 1 Hz 

var Nofreq := 50;               ' Notch filter frequency at 50 Hz 

var DCremove% := 0;             ' Set to 1 to perform DC removal 

var DCtimeconstant := 1000;     ' DC remove time constant 

 

' Internal variables 

var VTnum% := -1, LPcoef[511], LPwidth := 10.0, sf := -1, NotchIdx% := 1, LPIdx% := 2, 

VTfilt%, peakch%, HPIdx%, peaklvl, maxch%; 

 

' Create filters 

proc MakeFilters (channum%) 

    sf := 1/BinSize (channum%); 

    if (IIRCreate (LPIdx%, 0, 1, LPorder%, LPfreq, 0) < 0) then 

        Message ("Unable to create IIR LP filter"); 

    endif  

    PrintLog("Creating Notch filter at 50 Hz ... "); 

    if (IIRCreate (NotchIdx%, 3, 4, 2, Nofreq, 0, 100) < 0) then 

        Message ("Unable to create IIR Notch filter"); 

    endif  

    PrintLog ("Creating 0.5 Hz HP filter...\n"); 

    if (IIRCreate (HPIdx%, 1, 1, 2, HPfreq, 0) < 0) then 

        Message ("Unable to create IIR LP filter"); 

    endif  

end 

 

 

' Apply filters 

func FilterCh (channum%) 

var LPch, HPch, Noch, chname$; 

    PrintLog ("Applying filters to channel %s\n", ChanTitle$(channum%)); 

    PrintLog ("- Low pass %f ... ", LPfreq); 

LPch := IIRApply (LPIdx%, 0, channum%, 0, MaxTime(channum%)); 

if (LPch < 0) then 

    Message ("Error applying IIR LP filter"); 

    return -1; 

endif 

 

chname$ := Print$("%s-LP", ChanTitle$(channum%)); 

ChanTitle$ (LPch, chname$); PrintLog (" done\n"); 

PrintLog ("- Notch at %f Hz ... ", Nofreq); 

Noch := IIRApply (NotchIdx%, 0, LPch, 0, MaxTime(channum%)); 

if (Noch < 0) then 

    Message ("Error applying 50 Hz Notch filter"); 

    return -1; 

endif 
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chname$ := Print$("%s-LPNo", ChanTitle$(channum%)); 

ChanTitle$ (Noch, chname$); 

' Cleanup 

ChanDelete(LPch); 

PrintLog (" done\n"); 

PrintLog("Adding channel processing\n"); 

if (DCremove% = 1) then 

    PrintLog ("\tDC remove, t=%f\n", DCtimeconstant); 

    ChanProcessAdd (Noch, 2, DCtimeconstant); ' DC remove with T=1000 

endif 

PrintLog ("\t+ Downsampling by %i\n", DownSample); 

ChanProcessAdd (Noch, 5, DownSample); ' Downsample by four to 10k/4 = 2.5kHz 

PrintLog("- HP filter at %f Hz ... ", HPfreq); 

HPch := IIRApply(HPIdx%, 0, Noch, 0, MaxTime(channum%)); 

if (Noch < 0) then 

    Message ("Error applying HP filter"); 

    return -1; 

endif 

PrintLog("done\n"); 

ChanDelete(Noch); 

return HPch; 

end 

 

proc Main() 

var etime, chlist%[10], ich%, chtitle$, VTFFTh%, hcmin%, hcmax%, minlvl, maxlvl, peaklvl, 

modesel%, ratech%, minwavecur%, maxwavecur%, minwave, maxwave, avglen, avgch%, startwave, 

endwave, matfn$; 

var matfnspec$, notok%; 

 

PrintLog (" ---------------------\n| Peak finder started |\n ---------------------\n"); 

    PrintLog ("  by thorf\n");   

    ChanList(chlist%[], 1); 

    PrintLog("Loading channel handles "); 

    PrintLog(chlist%[], 1); 

    PrintLog("\n"); 

 

if chlist%[0] = 0 then 

    Message("No channels found, nothing done"); 

    return; 

endif 

 

maxch% := chlist%[0]; 

' We know the channel number in this case :) 

VTnum% := 1; 

LPfreq := Input ("LP filter frequency", LPfreq); 

matfn$ := Print$("avg\\%s%s_avg.mat", FileName$(3), FileName$(4)); 

matfnspec$ := Print$("%s%s_spec.mat", FileName$(3), FileName$(4)); 

 

' Go through and find the channels 

MakeFilters(VTnum%); 

PrintLog ("Filtering channel\n"); 

VTfilt% := FilterCh(VTnum%); 

 

' -------------------------------- 

' Time to detect the peaks/troughs 

' -------------------------------- 

PrintLog("Detecting peaks/troughs\n"); 

' Create channel 

 

ChanShow (VTfilt%); 

hcmin% := HCursorNew (VTfilt%); 

hcmax% := HCursorNew (VTfilt%); 

notok% := 1; 

 

repeat 

modesel% := Interact("Select the peak or trough level using the horizontal cursor and 

choose peak or trough mode", 1+2+4+8+16+32+64+128+256+512, 0, "Peak detect", "Trough 

detect"); 

' Peak will be 1 and trough will be 2 

minlvl := HCursor(hcmin%); 

maxlvl := HCursor(hcmax%); 

peaklvl := abs(maxlvl - minlvl); 

PrintLog("Peak/trough level calculated as: %f (%d)- %f (%d) = %f. Running in mode %d\n", 

maxlvl, hcmax%, minlvl, hcmin%, peaklvl, modesel%-1); 

Input("Confirm level", peaklvl); 

' Create the channel to detect peaks     

peakch% := MemChan (7, 64); 
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if peakch% < 1 then 

    Message ("Error creating memory channel"); 

    return 

endif 

     

PrintLog("Searching for peaks...\n"); 

MemImport(peakch%, VTfilt%, 0, MaxTime(VTfilt%), modesel%-1, 0.002, peaklvl); 

DrawMode(peakch%, 2); 

ChanShow(peakch%); 

ratech% := ChanDuplicate(peakch%); 

DrawMode(ratech%, 5, 60); ' 60 sec rate chunks 

ChanShow(peakch%); ChanShow(ratech%); Optimise(ratech%, 0, MaxTime(ratech%)); 

      notok% := Interact("Are the peaks/troughs adequate", 1+2+4+8+16+32+64+128+256+512, 

0, "No, reset values", "Yes, continue"); 

    if notok% = 1 then 

        PrintLog("Reanalyzing peaks...\n"); 

        ChanDelete(peakch%); 

        ChanDelete(ratech%); 

    endif 

until notok% = 2; 

HCursorDelete(hcmin%); HCursorDelete(hcmax%);  

 

' We have peaks :D 

PrintLog("Writing filtered channel and peak detect channels to the file\n"); 

' Save channels 

MemSave(peakch%, maxch%+1); MemSave(VTfilt%, maxch%+2); 

 

' ------------------ 

' Waveform averaging 

' ------------------ 

avgch% := VTnum%; ' Perform averaging on the original channel 

 

ChanShow(avgch%); 

minwavecur% := CursorNew(avgch%); 

maxwavecur% := CursorNew(avgch%); 

 

CursorLabel (4, minwavecur%, "Start %p"); 

CursorLabel (4, maxwavecur%, "End %p"); 

 

Interact("Select average waveform binsize using the vertical cursors", 

1+2+4+8+16+32+64+128+256+512); 

maxwave := Cursor(maxwavecur%); 

minwave := Cursor(minwavecur%); 

avglen := abs(maxwave - minwave); 

avglen := Input("Confirm waveform average length", avglen); 

Interact("Select area to process using the cursors", 1+2+4+8+16+32+64+128+256+512); 

startwave := Cursor(minwavecur%); 

endwave := Cursor(maxwavecur%); 

 

ChanSelect(avgch%); 

PrintLog("Calculating the average waveform from %f seconds (%d bins), processing from %f 

to %f\n", avglen, XToBin(avglen), startwave, endwave); 

SetAverage (avgch%, XToBin(avglen), 0, peakch%, 1, 1); 

Process(startwave, endwave, 1); 

Optimise(1); 

WindowVisible(1); 

 

PrintLog("Saving waveform average to %s\n", matfn$); 

FileSaveAs(matfn$, 100);' Export to MatLab with default options :D 

PrintLog("\n%s - binsize %d - binlength %f - from %f to %f (%f)\n", matfn$, XToBin(avglen), 

avglen, startwave, endwave, endwave-startwave); 

 

CursorDelete(maxwavecur%); 

CursorDelete(minwavecur%); 

 

' Power spectrum 

PrintLog("Creating power spectrum\n"); 

VTFFTh% := SetPower(VTfilt%, 16384, 1); 

Process(0, MaxTime(VTfilt%), 1); 

DrawMode(1, 13); ' Cubic spline 

XAxisAttrib(1); YAxisAttrib(1); ' Logarithmic axis 

Optimise(1, 0.1); 

ChanTitle$(0, "VT"); 

WindowVisible(1); 

PrintLog ("Saving spectrum to %s\n", matfnspec$); 

FileSaveAs(matfnspec$, 100);' Export to MatLab with default options :D 
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' Delete channels 

ChanDelete(VTfilt%); ChanDelete(peakch%); 

 

return;  

end; 

 

Main(); 

 

5.4 Matlab source code examples 
Instead of putting all the Matlab code here, the most relevant functions for filtering and 

loading data are presented with code comments.  

 

% Loads channels from a Spike2 datafile 'filen' into 

% Input: filen, filename 

% Output: ch1, channel data. t1, time axis. fs, sampling rate 

function [ch1 t1 fs] = load_channel(filen) 

    datafields = load (filen); 

    fn = fields (datafields); 

    ch1 = getfield(datafields, fn{1}); 

    fs = 1/ch1.interval; t1 = ch1.interval * (0:ch1.length-1) + ch1.start; 

end 

 

% Calculates the PSD of a signal using Welch method with averaging 

% a hanning filter and no overlap 

% Input: x, signal. fs, sampling rate. na, averaging factor 

% Output: y, PSD amplitudes. f, PSD frequency 

function [y f] = get_PSD (x, fs, na) 

    nx = max(size(x)); 

    w = hanning(floor(nx/na)); 

    [y,f] = pwelch(x, w, 0, [], fs);  % w = window, no overlap, sample frequency fs 

end 

 

% Bandpass filters a signal using Parks-McClellan FIR filter at 10-100 Hz 

% Downsamples the signal to decrease computing requirements and FIR filter 

% size 

% Input: x, signal. t, time axis. fs, sampling rate. 

% Output: x2, filtered signal. t2, downsampled time. fs2, downsampled 

% frequency 

function [x2 t2 fs2] = FIRBP_filter (x, t, fs) 

    x = downsample(x,10); t = downsample(t,10); 

    fs2 = fs/10; 

    fnyq = fs/2; 

    f = [0 7 12 98 103 fnyq]/fnyq;  % Create the FIR filter 

    a = [0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0]; 

    b = firpm(1000,f,a); 

    x2 = filtfilt (b, 1, x);        % Zero order filtering 

end 

 

% Fit a power function to data using linear least square 

% Input: x, y, datapoints. startp, start point. exludep, list of points to 

% exclude 

% Output: fitresult, results of the fit. gof, goodness of fit. 

function [fitresult, gof] = power_fit (x, y, startp, excludep)  

    [xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(x,y); 

 

    % Set up fittype and options. 
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    ft = fittype( 'power1' );   % Power fit 

    opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

    opts.Display = 'Off'; 

    opts.StartPoint = startp;   % Start point 

    opts.Exclude = excludep;    % Poitns to exclude 

 

    % Fit model to data. 

    [fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

end 

 

% Code to create a Butterworth HP filter. The Nyquist frequency is fnyq and 

% filter frequency f_HP 

f_HP = 0.5; [fil_HP_b, fil_HP_a] = butter (2, f_HP/fnyq, 'high'); 

% Code to create a Notch filter. f_no is the Notch frequency standardized 

% with f_nyq. Qf is the quality factor. 

[fil_No_b, fil_No_a] = iirnotch (f_no, f_no/Qf);  
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